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General debate (continued)

1. Mr. NKRUMAH, President of the Republic of Ghana:
The great tide of history flows, and as it flows it car
ries to the shores of reality the stubborn facts of life
and men's relations one with another. One cardinal
fact of our time is the momentous impact of Africa's
awakening upon the modern world. The flowing tide of
African nationalism sweeps everything before it and
constitutes a challenge to the colonial Powers to make
just restitution for the years of injustice and crime
committed against our continent.

2. But Africa does not seek vengeance. It is against
her very nature to' harbour malice. Over 200 millions
of our people cry out with one voice of tremendous
power-and what do we say? We do not ask for death
for our oppressors; we do not pronounce wishes of
ill-fate for our slave-masters; we make an assertion
of a just and positive demand; our voice booms across
the oceans and mountains, over the hills and valleys,
in the desert places and through the vast expanse of
mankind's habitation, and it calls out for the freedom
of Africa; Africa wants her freedom; Africa must be
free. It is a simple call, but it is also a signal, a red
light of warning to those who would tend to ignore it.

3. For years and years, Mrica has beenthe foot-stool
of colonialism and imperialism, exploitation and degra
dation. From the North to the South, from the East to
the West, her sons languished in the chains of slavery
and humiliation, and Africa's exploiters and self
appointed controllers of her destiny strode across
our land with incredible inhumanity-without mercy,
Without shame, and without honour. But those days
are gone, and gone forever, and now I, an African,
stand before the General Assembly of the United
Nations and speak with the voice of peace and freedom,
proclaiming to the world the dawn of a new era.

4. I wish to thank the General Assembly sincerely
for this opportunity of addressing it, Let me say here
and now that our tribulations and sufferings harden
and steel us, making us a bastion of indomitable cour
age, and fortifying our iron determination to smash
our chains.

.~
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5. I look upon the United Nations as the only organi
zation that holds out any hope for the future of mankind.
Cast your eyes across Africa: the colonialists and
imperialists are still there. In this twentieth century
of enlightenment, some nations still extol the vain
glories of colonialism and imperialism. As long as
a single foot of African soil remains under foreign
domination, the world will know no peace. The United
Nations must therefore face its responsibilities, and
ask those who would bury their heads like the prover
bial ostrich in their imperialist sands, to pull their
heads out and look at the blazing African sun now
travelling across the sky of Africa's redemption. The
United Nations must call upon all nations that have
colonies in Africa to grant complete independence to
the territories still under their control. In my view
possession of colonies is now quite incompatible with
membership in the United Nations. This is a new day
in Africa, and as I speal{ now, thirteen new African
nations have taken their seats this year in the Gen
eral Assembly as independent sovereign States. The
readiness of any people to assume responsibility for
governing themselves can be determined only by them
selves. I and the Government of Ghana, and I am SUl'e
the Governments and 'peoples of independent African
States, share the joy of welcoming our sister States
into the family of the United Nations. There are now
twenty-two of us in this Ass embly and there are yet
more to come. .

6. I would suggest that when the Charter ofthe United
Nations comes to be revised, a permanent seat for
an African nation should be created on the Security
Council, in view not only of the growing munber of
African Members of the United Nations, but also of
the increasing importance of the African continent in
world affairs. This suggestion applies equally to Asia
and to the Middle East.

7. Many questions come to my mind at the moment,
all seeking to be dealt with at once: questions con
cerning the Congo, disarmament, peace, South Africa,
South West Africa, China and Algeria. However, I
would like to start with the question of the Congo and
to take the others in their turn.

8. The Congo, as we alllmow, was a Belgian colony
for nearly a century. In all those years Belgium applied
a system of calculated political castration in the hope
that it would be completely impossible for African
nationalists to fight for their emancipation. But to the
dismay of Belgium, and to the surprise of everyone
outside the African continent, tIns dreaded nationalism
appeared, and within a lightning space oftime secured
the independence of the Congo.

9. The policy of political frustration pursued by the
Belgian colonial r~gime created a situation in which
the Belgian administration was unable to continue,

I while at the same time, no Congolesehadbeen trained
to talce over and run the State. The struggle for inde
pendence in the Congo is the shortest so far recorded,

61 A/PV.869
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Congo has more than justified l~lY c,ontinu,ous outcry
against the threat of BalkunizatIon III Afnca and my
daily condemnation of nco-colonialism I the process of
handing indepcmlenco over to the African people With
onc hand only to take it away with the other.

16. The Con~o question is a test case for Africa.
What is happcninp: in the Con:~o today may happen in
any other part of Afdca tomorrow, and what the United
Nations does today must sd a precedent or a pattern
for what it Illay have to dn tomorrow. The United
Nations will be judged b~' the success or failure of
its handlinp; of this Congo situation.

17. Certain propositions seem to me to be self
evident. The first of these! is that the United Nations
need not ~o to the assistance of (my countr~'which
invites its intervention, but that once it has done so,
it owes an obligation to the Government and people
of that country not to interfere in such a way as to
prevent the legitimate Govcrnmcnt which invited it to
enter the country from flllfillin~ its mandate. In other
words, it is impossible for the United Nations at one
and the same time to pl'csel've law and order and to
be neutral between the lef~al authorities :l11d the law
breakers. That is, unfort\lnatnly, exactly what the
United Nations has attempted to do in the case of the
Congo, and that is the cause of all the present diffi
culties and disagreemcnts.

18. My second proposition is that in any sovereign
state there can only be onc national arm\'. If a soldier
disobeys a superioi· officer and uses his ;lrms to mur
der and to loof, he is a mutincer. There is I however,
no difference between his positi on and that of a colonel
who disregards the authority which appointed him and
uses the troops under his conunaml for his own pur
poses. The United t\ations, in enforcing law and order,
must deal equally st()rnly with either of these two
types of mutineer.

19. This failure by thc United Nations to distinguish
between legal and illegal authorities led to the most
ludicrous results, embarrassing both to the Ghanaian
forces who ,were callcd upon to carry them out, and
to the United Nations itself which was exhibited in a
ridiculous light. For instance, the very troops which
Ghana sent to help the lcr-iitlmate Lumumba Govern
ment, at the request of Mr. Lumumba, were employed ~

by the United Nations in pr.cventing 1\11'. Lumumba,
the legitimate Prime itlIinistcr of the lo;,;al Government
of the Congo Republic, from performing the most ob
vious of his·duties-for instance, using his own radio
station.

20. These difficulties are in eSsellce !,'Towing pains
of the United Nations, and it would be entirely wrong
to blame either the Security Council or any senior
officials of the United Nations for what has taken place,
Howeyer I a new approach is clearly required. Ibelieve
that it is not difficult to devise methods by which the
issue cml be appropriately dealt with.

21. Let us get down to realities. The United Nations
was invited to enter the Congo in a message from the
Head of State, 1\11'. Kasavubu, and the Prime Minister,
Mr. Lumumba. Both these gentlemen were appointed
to their respective offices in accordance with the Con
stitution and with the will of the Congolese people
expressed through elections. Here thon is the le?al
Government which should be supported and behind
which the United Nations should throw its weight and
authority.
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and the Belgians were so overtaken by event~ that
they pulled out, but fully expected to return In one
way or another. The high positions in the army, the
police and the public services have been the exclusive
preserves of the Belgians. No African could,hope to
rise to the lowest commissioned rank in the army.
The whole of the "Force publique" was subject to ex
tremely harsh discipline and had very low rates of
pay. This situation made it impossible to build,up a
cadre of indigenous personnel to man the serViCes.
As soon as an African became Minister of Defence,
the incongruous position of the African in the "Force
publique" became evident.

10. Great discontent resulted. Even so, the situation
might not have erupted had the Belgian Commander
of the "Forqe publique" adopted a realistic attitude
towards the men, and made any attempt to redress
the legitimate grievances of the Congolese soldiers.

11. Even a promise of future reform might have done
some good. On the contrary, emphatic statements were
indiscreetly made by Belgian officers that nothing had
changed and that life would go on in much the same
way as before independence; in short, the soldiers
were told that independence was a sham and that Bel
gium still wielded the big stick. This produced the
mutiny.

12. When the mutiny occurred, large numbers of
Belgians began to leave the country. The President
of the Republic, Mr. Kasavubu, and the Prime Minis
ter, Mr. Lumumba, went to Matadi in order to appeal
to the Belgians to remain. But instead, they were all
taken on board a ship on the advice of the Belgian
Consul, while the town was machine-gunned from the
air by Belgian military aircraft and shelled from the
sea. Despite the fact that there were no Belgian ci
vilians whatever to protect, Belgian troops entered
the town and shot in cold blood a number of unarmed
police and civilians. It was following upon this incident
that acts of organized violence by members of the
"Force publique" began to occur. These incidents, in
their turn, provided an occasion for Belgian military
intervention.

13. Meanwhile, ostensibly on the grounds of safe
guarding the lives of Belgians in the province, Belgian
troops entered Katanga in considerable numbers and
enabled the President of the Provincial Govermnent,
Morse TshomM, to set himself up as the head of a
so-called "independent state". The whole of the ad
ministration of this so-called "state" was in Belgian
hands and it was supported and maintained openly by
Belgian troops. The situation was thus one of extreme
danger. The Belgian army was virtually occupying the
Congo, pleading as their excuse circumstances which
were fundamentally all of Belgium's own maldng.

14. The Congolese Government called for aid. Conge
asked Ghana for help and also wisely called in the
United Nations. From this point, representatives are
more than conversant with the story and there is no
need for me to dwell in detail on the facts.

15. It is only necessary to say that something has
happened in the Congo which has justified my constant
warning to the African countries to be on their guard
against what I call "clientele-sovereignty" I or fal,e
independence, granted by the metropolitan Power I with
the concealed intention of maIdng the liberated country
a "client-state" and controlling it effectively by means
other than political ones. What has happened in the

"\
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naked and undisguised, was desperately at work to
prevent this being signed. The policy of divide and
rule is still being practised energetically by the op
ponents of Mrican independence and unity. .,' '

....
29. It, is quite clear that a desperate attempt is being
made to create confusion in the Congo, extend the cold
war to Africa, and involv~ Africa inthe suicidal quar
rels of, foreign Powers. The United,Nations must not
allow this to happen. We, for our part, will not allow
it to happen. That iswhyweare anxiQUS that the United
Nations, having reached a point where intervention on
the Side' of the legitimate Government of the Congo
appears to be the obvious and only answer to this
crisis, should act boldly through the medium of the
independent African States.

"30. Let these African States act wid~r the aegisof
the United Nations and;) produce the ejfective result.
In these particular cb:cumstances the Congo crisis
should be handed over to the independent AfricanStates
for solution. I am sure that if it is left to them an'ef...
fective solution can be found. It is negative to believe
and hesitate until the situation becomes irredeemable
and develops into another Korea.

;

31. I would go further and suggest that all financial
aid or technical assistance totheRepublic ofthe Congo
should be ar1."anged only with the legitimate Govern
ment of that Republic channelled through the United
Nations and guaranteed and supervisedby a committee
of the independent African States, appointed by the
Security Council, which should be accountable to the
United Nations.

32. Having dwelt at length on the Congo situation,
which is only natural in view of its gravity, I now wish
to turn to other matters. But before I do so, it is per
tinent here to sound a strong note ofwarning., namely,
that if some people are now thinking int,erms of trus
teeship over the Congo, with a view to exploitation of
its resources and. wealth, let those people for ever
discard that idea, for any such suggestion would be
resisted. There can be no question of trusteeship in
the Congo~ The Congo is independent and sovereign.
The colonialists and imperialists must remember this
fact and remember it for all time.

33. I would now like to turn to the question of South
West Africa. Although opinions delivered bythe Inter
national Court of Justice show that South West Africa
is not in fact a Trust Territory, there can be no doubt
whatever that the United Nations, as the successor of
the League of Nations, has a·particular responsibility
towards South West Africa.

34. I consider also that Ghana has a particular re
sponsibility in regard to what is taking place in South
West Africa. The justification for depriving Ge1."many
of this colony and for vesting its Government in South
Africa was based upon a United Kingdom document
entitled "Report on the Natives of South West Africa
and their Treatment by Germany".Y Explaining the
attitude of Imperial Germany towarda Africans, this\
United Kin.gdom publication exposed the acts of brutal
suppression perpetrated against the Africans of this
Te1."ritory by the Germans.

35. In fact, however, the policy laid down by the old
German Imperial Colonial Office exactly reproduces
the policy now being pursued in South West Africa

, '<
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I 22. '1 am sure that, the independent African States
will agree with me that the problem in the Congo is
an acute Afric~n problem which canbesolvedby Afri
cans only. I have on more than one occasion suggested
that the ,United N~..ltions should delegate its functions
in the C1ongo to the independent African States, es
oecially those African States whose contributions in
men and materials make the United Nations effort in
the Congo possible.. The forces of these AfricanStates

,should be under a united African command responsible
[S/4387] to the Security Council, in accordance with
the first resolution of the Council under which the
United Nations troops entered the Congo Republic.

23. I suggest that the General Assembly shouldmake
it absolutely clear that the United Nations contingents
in the Congo Republic have an overriding responsi
bility to preserve law and order, which can only be
done by supporting, safeguarding and m.aintaining the
legal and eJd,sting parliamentary f~amework of the
State.

24. In order to prevent illegal actions of all kinds it
is necessary that, in co-operation with the legitimate
Government of the Republic, the National Army should
be re-trained, regrouped and reorganized sothat there
is finally established one army responsible only to
the Central Government.

25. These proposals, if accepted, would result in the
withdrawal of, all non-African troops from the Congo
and make it easy to identify 'and eliminate the Belgian
troops who have been infiltrating into the territory in
defiance of the Security Council resolutions.

26. In. this connexiononemJstmentionKatanga,which
brings to mind ~he regrettable and most vioious at
tempts being ma;deby vested interests to bolster up
a puppet regime there,' using poor' Mol1;e TShombe
against his own Government in an effort to break up
the Congo Republic by. secessionist activities. I am
sure that no African State would lend support to any
secessionist D;).ove in the Congo. The Congo is the
heart of Africa and we shall do our utmost to prevent

1 any injuries being inflicted upon it by imperialist and
colonialist intrigue. The Congo, including Katangaand
Kasai, is one and indivisible. Any other approach is
mere wishful thinking, for not all the mineral wealth
in that integral. part of the Congo can create Katanga
as a separate State.

27. The crisis in the Congo must be arrested now
before it sparks off another world conflagration. But
some Powers do not appear to realize the gravity of
the situation and are playing with iire by attempting
to use the United Nations as a cloak for their own
aims.

, 28. I, personally, and my Government have done
everything possible to assist and advise the leaders
of the Congo to settle their differences and place their
country's and Africa's interests first. Both of them.,
President Kasawbuand Prime Minister Lumumba,
speak the same language of peace and unity. Both of
them are anxious to see stability achieved in their
country. Both of them agree to reconciliation. What,
then, prevents them from coming together? What has
led.to the fake Mobutu episode? I can assure the Gen
eral Assembly that but for the intrigues of the colo
nialists a document of reconciliationwhichwas drafted
in the presence of my Ambassador in Leopoldville and
approved by both'Mr. Kasavubu and Mr. Lumumba
would have been signed by them. Imperialist intrigue,
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African goods, closed all Ghanaian ports-sea as well
as air-to South African shipping and aircraft,except
in cases of distress, and have :r;equired South African
citf.zens entering Ghana to have in tq.eir possession
travel documents issued by the Government of Ghana
or passports with valid Ghanaian transit v:tsas.

42. This action is in implementation"Ofthe unanimous
resolution adopted by the Second Conference of Inde
pendent MricanStates in Addis Ababa last June. In
deed, the hollow social basis of trapartheiq- and the
grievous practical harm it Causes can be judged by
the gruesome massacre of defenceless men, women
and children at Sharpville, in March 9f this year., by
the Union police. The unten3ble claim of a minority
in South Africa is steadily building a wall of intense

. hate which will result in the most violent and regret- .
table consequences in the future unless this minority
abandons the iniquitous racial policy which itpursues.

43. I now turn to the question ofthe Portuguese colo
nies in Afrioa. Portugal, a member of the North At-·
lantic Treaty Qrganization has by her metropolitan
law claimed the territories she has colonizedin Africa
as an integral part of Portugal. I have. always em
phasized that:Africa is not, and can never be; an ex
tension of Europe, and this Portuguese arrangement
is repugnant to any concept of African freedom.

44~ The North Atlantic Treaty states in the p:r,oeamble
that member States trare determined to safeguard the
freedom, common heritage and civilization of their
peoples founded on the prinoiplesof democracy, in
dividual1iberty and the rule of law". V

45., May I ask allmembers ofNATOwho are Members
of the United Nations to point out, when they come to
speak in this debate, any single instanoe in which
Portugal has observed the NATO principles in regard
to her colonies in Africa....

46. In. Portuguese Africa there exists forced labour
which is akin to slavery, all political freedom is de
nied, and, though it is difficult tobelieve, the condition
of the ordinary African is worse even than it is in
the Union of South Africa. Ifthe situation in the Portu
guese territories has not yetbecome. as has the situ!!.
tion in South Africa, a threat to world pea.ce, this, is
merely because the inevitable explosion has nOt as
yet taken place.

47. In regard to Portugal, my view is that a particular
responsibility rests on the NATO members who are
also Members of the United Nations. They can bring
pressure to bear on Portugal to accord the same in
dependence to her colonies in Africa as other NATO
Powers have granted to their former colonial pos
sessions.

48. As I have said elsewhere, th~\ wind blOWing in
Africa is not an ordinary wind. It i!S a raging hurri
cane, and it is impossible for Pot}f;ugal, or, for that
matter., any other colonial Power topreventthe raging
hurricane of African nati(>nalism from blowing through
oppressed and down-trodden colonies.

49. May I turn now to the most regrettable question
of the war in Algeria, For the past six years or more'
this war has remained a big problem for us all. For
more than ~ix years the sands of Algeria have been
stained red with blood, and French and Algerianyouth
in their thousands have marched to death. The flow-
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by the Union of South Mrica.. In-his 1957 reportY to
the Committee on South West Africa, the Secretary
General quoted a speech by a Senator nominated by
the Union Government to represent South West Africa
in the Union Senate.. This Senator, Dr.. Vedder, actual
ly delivered a long an(l detailed speech to the Senate
pointing. out that in every respect the Union Govern
ment was merely carrying on the traditional methods
for ruling Africans devised by Imperial Germany and
enforced in South West Africa by Dr. Goering, the
father of the notorious fascist, Hermann Goering.

36. The United Kingdom document which made the
case against Germany in regard to South West Africa
was, in reality, a Commonwealth document. A,t the
signing of the Peace Treaty of Versailles the Com
monwealth was collectively repre~entedby 'the United
Kingdom, which acted on behalf of what was then the
British -Empire. Therefore, what was done at Ver
sailles was done in the name not only of the United
Kingdom, but of Canada; Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa and-though they were not yet independent and
therefore not members ofthe Commonwealth-ofIndia,
Ceylon, Pald.stan and Ghana. .

37. In a repori;~/ made to the General Assembly in
1959 by the Committee on South West Africa, and ap
proved by the General Assembly, the Committee stated
that the policy of "apartheid" as practised in South
West Africa "is a flagrant violationofth~sacredtrust
which permeates the mandate -and the Charter of the
United Nations and the Universal DeclarationofHuman
Rights".

38. For thirteen years now the Union of South Africa
has consistently disregarded the requests ofthe United
Nations in regard to South West Africa. Th.-e Union
imposes the most harsh and degrading r6gime upon
the inhabitants, which is not in any wayin accord with
the provisions of the Mandate. It is the duty of the
United Nations to enforce the Mandate and the United
Nations must not fail in this duty.

39. In this connexion, I wish to make the following
positive proposal. The Union of South Africa shouldbe
asked to surrender the Mandate to the United Nations
and a cOlrunittee of all the independent African States
should be set up to administer the Territory on behalf
of the ,United Nations. If the Union of South Africa is
unable to agree to this, then the next session of the
General Assembly of the United Nations should take
steps to terminate the Mandate, make the Territory a
Trust Territory7 and appoint the independent African
States as Administering Authority.

40. I now turn .to the Union of Sout}, Africa itself.
The Union Government, against all moral considera
tions and against every concept of human dignity, self
respect and decency, has established a policy of racial
discrimination and persecution which in its essential
inhumanity surpasses even t.he brutality of the Nazis
against the Jews.

41. The interest of humanity compels every nation
to take steps against such an inhuman policy and to
act in concert to eliminate it from the world. To this
end Ghana has taken the following action. We have, as
from 1 August 1960, instituted a total boycott of South

YSee -Information and Documentation in respect of the Territory of
South West Africa- (A/AC.73/L.1O), paras. 86-89.

VSee Official Records of the General Assembly. Fourteenth Session.
Supplement No. 12, para. 83.
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of the 97 per cent but rather the entrenchment of the
rights of the 3 per cent, of these European settler
minorities. in Africa.
56. To these mihority settlers a s.olution seelllB im.
possible unless what they describe as "justice" is
~()ne to the foreign 3 per cent. fTustice,they say, must
be.' done to this group irrespective ofwhether it meaD.$
tw~t injustice continues bo be done to the remaining
inlilabitants. I believe that a re,asonable solution can
be found to the Africanproblemvrhichwouldnot preju
dice the minorities on the contin~~nt.No effective solu
tion, however, can be found if political thinldngin
regard to a solution begins with tbe .rights of the 3, per
cent, and considers the rights of .the 97 per cent only
within the framework which is ac(mptable to the rest.

57. The world must begin at last to,JookatAfrican
problems in the light ofthe needs ofthe 'African people
and not only of t~e.' needs of minorityaettlers.. Colo
nialism, imperialism and racialism are doomed in
Africa, ' and the sooner the colonial Powers recognize
this fact the better it will be for th~,m and the world.

58. I have spoken at length on African questions and
I must now turn my attention to other matte~s. I will
accordingly make a few observations tIn disarmament.
59. In my view, we are passingthrough another scien
tific and industrial revolution which should make un
necessary the division of the world into developed
and less-developed areas. We must therefore avoid
economic thinking based upon the ·conditions of the
past. Above all, w~'}" must avoid an attitude of mind
which applies, in an era of abundance, the economic
theories worked out to serve an age of scarcity.
60. Fundan;.entally, the argmnent in favour of dis
armament must be looked at in two ways. First, it is
ridiculous to pile up arms which must destroy the
contestants in a future war impartia.l1y and equally.
Secondly, it is tragic that preoccupation with arma
ments, prevents the big Powers from perceiviJig what
are the real forces in the world today. If the world
population continues to grow, and if inequalitybetween

. the so-called developed and under-developed countries
is allowed to remain" in conditions where it is no long
er technically or scientifically justified, thenhowever
great the armaments piled up, an inte:t'national explo
sion cannot, in my view, be a'Verted. While the means
exist for providingworldprosperity, the greatmajority
of mankind will not agree for ever to, remain in a
position of inferiority. .j
61. Armaments, therefore, not only threaten the
future of manldnd, but provide no ansWer tothe major
problems of our age.
62. Possibly the cause of disarmament has suffered
because it is looked upon in a negative way. In some
countries, at any rate, industrial prosperity is asso
ciated with rearmament andmilitarypreparations, and
a recession With a slowing down of military effort•
This is because disarmament is looked at in a vacuum.
It should be looked upon as a means for the re-deploy
ment of the capital resources and the technical sldlls
now being used for militarypurposes. What is required
in the United Nations is some fundamental thinI<lng
and planning about the re-deployment ofthe armament
capacity of the countries which disarm. Side by side
with technical discussions as to how nuclear weapons
can be controlled, there should be further discussions
as to how resources released by the control of these
weapons could be used in the service pf manldnd•
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er o£ French youth is peing wasted in an .attempt to .
maintain the impossible fiction that Algeria is part
of France, while at the same time the young men of
Algeria are forced to give their lives ina con£Mct
which could be settled t(liInorrowby the application of
th~ principles of the United Nations.

50. This utter waste of the flower of the youth of
France and Algeria as a result of a senseless war
must now stop, and the responsibility for stopping it
Should rest squarely on the United Nations. Noargu
ment about its being an internal problem of France
can solve the issue for, in fact, the subject of a shoot
ing war can never be the internal problem of any
power; since a spark in the wr ~)Dg direction could
spread the fire and cause a worIf ~onflagration.

51. France cannot win a military victory in Algeria.
If she hopes to do so, then her hopes are false and
unrelated. to the realities of the sitUation. Indeed, any
person who thinks that France can win a military vic
tory in Algeria lives in a world of utter illusion, and
time will prove that I am right.

52. The only way out of this tragic impasse is the
way of negotiation. There was indeed a bright ray of
hope 2. year ago., when the President of France made
his declaration~ accepting the principle of the right
of self-determination for the Algerian people. It is
sad that the purpose of this declaration was later
treated with contempt by France herself, thereby
defeating thi~ .fine gesture of good will for the solution
of the Algerian problem. '..

.J

53. I feel strongly that, whatever has happened in
Algeria, France and the Algerian nationalist Govern
ment are still able to sit face to face on equal terms
at the negotiating tabl~ and produce workable results,
which would bring peace to both sides and put an end
to this catastrophe. But, from whatever angle you view
this problem, you. cannot escape from the fact that
Algeria is African and will always remain so, in the
same way t1}at France is French. No accident of his
tory, such as has occurred in Algeria, can ever suc
ceed in turning an inchofAfricansoil into an extension
of any other continent. Colonialism and imperialism
Call11ot change tills basic geographical fact. If colo
nialism. and imperialism attempt to do this, we shall
have nothing but the strife and confusion that we are
Witnessing in tlie world today. Let France and the
other colonial powers face this fact and be guided
accordingly.

54. The problem of Africa, looked at as a whole, is
a wide and diversified one. But its true solution lies in
the application of one principle, namely, the right of
a people to rule themselves. No compromise can affect
this cardinal and fundamental principle, and the idea
that when a handful of settlers acqUire a living space
on our continent the indigenous inhabitants must lose
this right, is not only a serious travesty of justice

.but also a woeful contradiction of the very dictates
of history.

55. Out of a total African population of over 230 mil
lion people, some 3 per cent are ofnon-African origin.
To suppose that such a small minority could in any
other continent produce acute political difficulties
would be unthinkable. Yet such is the subconscious
feeling of certain European settlers in Africa that to
them the paramount issue in Africa is not the welfare
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63. No such plaawng is at present being)iundertaken French intimidation contained in the tests was aposi..
by the United Natio~! r propose, for your considera- tive provocation to Africa and a tbreattoworld peace.
tion, that some such' ~tudy should be undertaken im- We have no doubt' that France chose the Sahara to
mediately and that an int9rnational team ofscientists, demonstrate to AfricanStates their.politicalweakness.
technicians and administr~torsshouldbeformedunder This-, nuclear blackInail brings home forcibly to the
United Nations auspice.s to p;t'oduceaplantoshow what independent African States the importance"of creating
could in fact be done With th? resources which, are at and maintaining their solidarity \against any attaeks
present being wasted in armal'?1ents.\~,- - upon the peace and security of the African continent.

64. In thenieantim..e, of course, 1tis e~se~tialthatwe 72. We cannot overlook the fact that France is mill..
on the African continent take positive steps~o isolate tarily allied to 'certain other ?owers and that in fact
ourselves as far as is possible from the dffects of France is only able to carry out these nuclear testa
nuclear warfa.re. One of 'the first and 1J)~bst practical thrQugh the support which, it receives militarily from
steps which could be taken in this regar&is to prevent other nations. We believe that the allies of Frarlce
any State. having nuclear weapons from possessing could do more than they llave done ilitherto to dissuade
military bases on the African continent. the French Government from resuming atomic tests
65. Thi.s is one 'of the main reasons why the Govern- in the Sahara. The very least they could do would be
ment of"Ghaua' believes that no African State should to offer France. the use of their own testing, grounds.
enter. into an alH.anceof a military natur~jV1th"1itly I hope that when the' 'representatives of the military
outside Power. ,An)Y.such allian~e.J!9t"ol1IY1livolvesthe allies of France come to deal with this particular
State concerned in the da~of}jEfingdrawninto nuclear m.atter, they will make it perfectly clear that they are
warfare; it also endrolgers the security of the neigh- opposed to the French atomic tests in the Sahara and
bouring African States~, have done, everything possible to stop France from -

'\ carrying out any further tests.
66. "Fall-out" is no re.sVecter offrontiers , anda dec-
laration of neutrality canriotsa:va the people of any 73., In Africa we judge the great Powers not by their
African 'State from nuclear poisoning onC'e atomicwar words but by their deeds. We have a right to know
is introduced into the African continent. A militaty which of the great Powers .support atomic tests on
alliance with any atomic Power is therefore, in the African soil, which of them oppose these tests, and,
view of the Government of Ghana, a threat to the perhaps more important than everything else in as
security of Africa and world pe.ace. sessing the situation, which of the great Powers hold

African opinion in so little regard that, though in their
67.. The Government of Ghana therefore feels that hearts they oppose the French action, they are pre
it is its duty to support all measures taken within the pared to Sacrifice African friendship in the interests
framework of the United Nations Charter and in col- of appeasing French pride and ambition.
laboration with like-minded African States to prevent
the establishment or maintenance of military bases 74. One of the most interesting facts ofpolitical eve
on the African continent. lution in Asia is that the old relationshipbetw~enEast
68. In order to ensure that such bases arenot estab- and West. is gone. Whatever this relationship was,
lished in Africa, I suggest that an arrangement should whether it was exploitation or paternalism, it is no

longer consistent with the new sense of dominant
be made by the United Nations whereby new States. nationalism in Asia. This is an important standpoint
admitted to this Organization .should register with it
any treaties they may have entared into with their from which to consider the problem of pacification,

unification and containment which have emerged in
former colonial Powers. • Korea and Viet-Nam. In the case of Korea, it i,8 now
69. I hope that the great Powers who possess atomic of great interest to recall the Indian Prime Minister's
weapons will appreciate our feelings in this regard plea against advancing the United Nations forees be- I

and will voluntarily relinquish any bases that theymay yond the dividing line of the 38th parallel after the
at present possess in Africa. I believe that it is the North Koreans had been driven back to their own
duty of the United Nations to encourage the growth of domain. The Indian Prime Minister waS extremely
zones free from nuclear warfare. Astart inthis policy critical of the 'unfortunate disposition of the Western
must be made somewhere and I therefore make the Powers to make decisions affecting Asia without a
positive proposal that whatever other steps may be full understanding of the mind and sentiment of its
taken to effect nuclear disarmament, a start ahould peoples. Recent events have demonstrated how right
be made by all nuclear Powers agreeing to keep Africa he was.
out of their nuclear wa~~areplans. 75. It is possible even now to settle tl'~is intractable
70. Looking at the problem of nuclear disarmament problem by having general elections in Korea.
generally, the small nations of the world can make a 76. The situation in Viet-Nam is too well known to

/ useful contribution. Since the great Powers suspect need recapitulation here. I wish, however, to invite
each other so much, and since inspection on the spot attention to a crucial obligation that remains unful
appears.to me to be one of the most effective means filled in regard to the question of reunifying the two
of obtaining concrete results, these great Powers Viet-N81i1S. As ,a result of the agreements signed at
should agree to a system of inspection where the
inspection teams are only composed of certain mem- the 1954 Geneva Conference, it was agreed that elee,,:
bers of the small uncommitted nations. This would tions were to be held within two years with the object
eliminate all suspicion, create confidence in the in- of recreating a unified Government for Viet..Nam.
spection method· and help to solve this crucial and When, however, the two co-Chairmen of the Geneva

Conference, namely, the Foreign Ministers of the
Vital issue. . United Kingdom and the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
71. And here I must refer inparticular to the question publics, met in 1956, the elections were postponed.
of French atomic tests in the Sahara. The element of They have not yet been held. These countries will no
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tensions between East and West would be significantly
reduced. For there is no doubt that with the invention
of tong-range ballistic missiles and other forms of
nuclear weapons, the importance of the Middle East
as a base for any struggle for the mastery of the world
has been.·greatly diminished.

85.. Nevertheless, even when this conflict of economic
interests has been removed, there will still remain
the burning issue ofArab-Israe1relations inthe Middle
East. This is one of the thorniestproblems facing this
wQrld Organization, and unless a permanent andreal
istic .solution is found, the danger of its development
into an armed conflict still remains. The solution of
the Middle East.question lies in the rei'Jognition .ofthe
political realities there. In the light of this, I submit
that .the Unl,ted Nations should setup.a·committee to
study and ·evolve· a machinery in which it will be im
possible either flor Israel. to attack any of the Arab
States or for the Arab States to attack Israel, and to
make some sort of arrangement to keep the cold war
out of the Middle East.
86. I mustorave your indulgence to make a few con'"
cluding observations by·way ofemphasis onthe African
question.
_~7. For a long time, Mricahas been subj~cted to·a
harsh form of colonialism. In consequence there is
now a most strong,powerful and positive rebellion in
Africa against this system. I think that the upheaval
in the Congo is a manifestation of that rebellion.
88. The responsibility for keeping the cold·war .out
of the Congo and, for that matter, out of Africa, rests
equally on the United Nations. This responsibility, aa
far as the Congo is concerned, can onlybe discharged
if the United Nations acts promptly and realistically
in the present situation there. It is impossible·to ig
nore the realities of continued Belgian intervention
in the Congo in defiance of the Security Council reso
lutions. Unless such intervention is promptly and ef
fectively checked, and the private armies of all sorts .
now operating inthe Congo are eliminatedbythe United
Nations, there will be no endto the chaos and confusion
Which now reigns in the new State. It is ncmorepos
sible for a saint to be neutral onthe issue of good and
evil than for the United Nations to be neutral on the
issue of legality and illegality. The United Nations
must determine what is lawful and what is right and
then see that this is enforced; otherwise th.e United
Nations will betray the principleS which were pro
claimed in the first resolution of the Security Counci!
[S/4387], on tlie~basis of which the legitimate Govern
ment invited it to enter the Congo Republic.
89. Knowing the situation in the Congo as I do, and
in order ~o save the Congo from chaos and confusion,
from strife and political and economic instability, to
drive the cold war out of Mrica, to save the reputation
of the United Nations itself and to safeguard the le
gitimate Government Which invited the United Nations
to the Congo, I strongly recommend to the United
Nations the adoption of certain measures which I am
sure will definitely provide the only solution to t.he
present impasse in the Congo.

.90,,·;Inmaking these recommendations, I wish to taKe
this opportunity of expressing my personal apprecia
tion of the way the Secretary-General has handled a
most difficult task, and my own personal bellef in the
ideals of the United Nations Charter which constitutes

·in our time the strongest bulwark for international
peace and security.
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longer submit to political SUbjection in any form, and
in the interests of world peace, we ask that elections
should be held as soon as possible.. ./ \

77. While I am speaking on Asian problems, I f~el
constrained to pass 8. few remarks on the continued
existenlce of the People's Republic of China outside
the frwtnework of the United Nations. The Government
of 'Ghana has always supported the ':lew that the Peo
ple's Rt9public ofChinashou1db~admittedtothe United
Nations so that the representation of China in\ this
Assembly will be more reali.stic and more effective
and useful.

78. We believe that the People's Republic of China,
represe:nting Bome 630 million people, and with the
vast economic, scientific, 'andteclinological resources
that it 1s rapidly developing, can make a useful and
constru(Jtive contribution towards the maintenance of
peace aJ1d the advancemen.t of civilization in our time.

79. The issue of whethelr the People's Republic of
China·should be admitted to the United Nations or not
should, I submit, be determined on the basis of prin
ciple rather than of eXpediency.Itwouldbe unfortunate
to underestimate the forcle of the soci:tiiat revolution
that has taken place in China, anpGhanais convinced
anyhow that any attempt to impose a form. of tactical
iS9lation on the People's Republic of China is bound
to prove abortive in the long run.

'.'

80. Let me now turn to the Middle East. I do so
because we in Mrica have a vested interest in inter..
national peace and security and we view with con-

.siderable concern problems in any part of the world
likely to affect such peace and security.

81. The Middle East covers an area of a little over
three and a half million square miles and pOGsesses
vast oil resources which make that region both eco
nomically important and politically wlnerable.

82. From the foundation of the Rom~ Empire, the
Middle East has been ofgreat commercial significance
and persistent efforts ha\Te beenmadebyvarious CQun
tries to control and profit from the petroleumdeposits
in the area. However, the :real danger to internationai
peace is the attempt made by vested interests to pre
vent the inhabitants and others from profiting by the
natural wealth of the region. It is the view of the Gov
ernment of Ghana, therefore, that the Western Powers,
which are the principal consumers of oil from the
Middle East, have a vital obligation to safeguard the
peace and· political equilibrium of the area. As long
as these POWers continue to exploit the oil resources
of the Middle East on a competitive basis, the friction
resultfug from a clash of their economic andcom
mercial interests is 'bound to endanger the peace ·of
mankind.

83. It is my view that the time has come for a su
prem.e effort to be made at the international level to

. reduce the .fever and heat of tension in this part of.
the world, and I would propos.e that the United Nations
should consider as 'a matter of urgency inviting the
various States in the Middle East to provide a just
and permanent solution to these problems. .

.•-~'_: > -,,:.:,:::..~,,;...,

84. It seems to me that the most vitalquest10n would
be to find out how best the petroleum deposits of the
regions could be exploited on a non-competitive basis
in order to develop the Middle East and to increase

. the productive capacity of industrialized countries for
the benefit of mankind. If this were done the existing
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this hall will, so to speak, recede to accommodate a
still greater number of lands and countries. We should
all wholeheartedly welcome this cievelopment, because
we are anxious that all States in the world should be
represented in the United Nations.
97•. Naturally, our thoughts are now focused on the
matters which most trouble and disturb mankind. Per- .
haps it is precisely here in this Assembly that the
world is seen in all its diversity and,ofcourse, in
all its contradictions. It has fallen to our lot to live
in the stormiest and yet the most splendid period in
the history of mankind; future generations will envy
us.
98. Many of the things some people considered, not
so long ago, to be immovable and eternal have outlived
their time and have ceased to exist. Anew, more pro
gressive and more equitable order has become es
tablished. Our epoch has brought swift changes in
the way of life of human societies, an unprecedented
growth in our power over the forces of nature and an
unparalleled advance towards a more progressive
social order. Yet although we live in the twentieth
century, traces ofpast centuries and, indeed, remnants
of barbarism, are still in evidence. However, one of
the important features, indeed the salient feature, of
this epoch is the awakenil!.g of formerly backward,
downtrodden and oppr~ssed peoples.

99. Our. century is the century of the struggle for
freedom, the century in which nations are liberating

,themselves from foreign domination. The peoples
desire a worthwhile life and are fighting to secure it.

100. Victory has already been won in many countries
and lands. But we cannot rest on our laurels, for we
know that tens of millions of human beings are still
languishing in colonial slavery and are suffering grave
hardships...
101~ They are doing so in a period which we call one
of great and promising scientific discoveries. With
his brain and hands, man has created,space ships
which circle the earth. He is already able to send
men far beyond the limits of our planet. We have split
the atom and are penetrating the mysteries of protein
structure. We travel on and above the earth at as
tounding speed; the extent ofour lmowledgeis a 'source
of amazement even to ourselves.
'102. It might seem that all was well with the world.
Yet can it be said that the 'World is well ordered in
every respect, or that it is free from poverty and
deprivation? We should .again reflect on the fact that,
according to United Nations statistics, hundreds of
millions of men and women on different continents
drag out an existence at starvation or near-starvation
level. Our world is not free from fear for the future;
it realizes the dangers of the division into military
alliances and of the continuously accelerating nuclear
arms race. The great achievements ofman's genius
may be used either for man's benefit or to his detri
ment. This is the difficult choice confronting us.

103. Every intelijgent individual gives some thQught
to what· scientifiQ progress, what this great twentieth,
century, is bringing mankind. Some rightly· say that
the world has b~en given new horizons, unlimited op
portunities for the creation of abundantmaterialwealth
and fop" the atrlple satrsfaction of human needs. With
no less justification., others pO,int to the great danger
of scientif~o andtechnical achievements beingused, not
for these beneficial pU!'P0ses, bl~ primarily. for the
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91. The folloW'lng are the recommendations of the
Government of Ghana: (1) The United Nations Command
in the Qongo should be changed forthwith and a firm
'strong ICommand established with clear, positive di
rections to support the legitimate Government with
Mr. Kasavubu as President and Mr. Lumumba as
Prime Minister, whose jurisdiction should be recog
nized throughout the whole Congo :Republic. In other
words, the present composition of the United Nations
Command should be changed 8Jid the composition of
the United Nations Force, its military command and
administration, altered sO,'that it is c:Ii-awn entirely
from contingents of the fi:>rces of the independent
African States serving in tht~ Congo. (2) Every SUPPOlt
should be given to the Central Government, as the
legitimate Government of the Congo,withthe fullback
ing of the Unit~d Nations. (3) All private armies, in..."
eluding the Belgian-officeredforces in Katanga,should
be disarmed forthwith and the Congolese National
Army be regrouped and reorganized for the purpose
of training so that ultimately it can play its proper
role as a national army of the Congo Republic as soon
as the Central Government considers it possible to
dispense with the services ofthe United Nations forces.
(4) This new Command of the United Nations forces
should support the Central Government to restore law
and order in the Congo in accordance with the first
resolution of the Security Council, in reliance onwhich
Ghana and other independent African States placed
their contingents under United Nations Command.
(5) The United Nations should guarantee the territorial
integrity of the, Republic of the Congo in accordance
with the provisional Constitution agreed at the time
of independenceJ (6) All financial -aid and technical
assistance to the Republic of the Congo should be ar
ranged only with the legitimate Government of that
Republio, should be channelled through the United
Nations and guaranteed and supervisedby a committee
of independent African States appointedbythe Security
Council and accountable to the United Nations.

92.. I must now thank the members of the General
Assembly for the patience with which they have lis
tened to me and also for the honour of tp:is opportunity
of addressing them.
93. The PRESIDENT: The representative of Belgium
has a.sked for the floor in exercise of his right of
reply, and I propose to call on him, in accordance
with his request, after the Assembly has heard the
next speaker~

94. Mr. KHRUSHCHEV, Chairman of the Council of
Ministers' of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
(translated from Russian): Anybody who ascends this
rostrum. and looks around this hall must, I think, ap
preciate what an eminent and responsible gathering
he is addressing.

95. This should be the most responsible meeting of
State representatives in the world. ItJ,s not for nothing
that it is known as the General Asse~.Qblyof the United
Nations. I need not go into the meaning of that title
at this juncture; I would merely like to stress these
two words-United Nations. Many nations are rep~e

sented in this hall, and thes~ nations should be united
not only by the walls of this buildingbut by the highest
common interests of mankind.
96. The representatives of almost 100 States have
met here today to eonsider major international prob
lems. The representatives of new Members of the
United Nations will soon be with us; then the walls of
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of the problems submitted fox- consideration at this
session..
113. We have embarked on the consideration of the
problems which are troubling all peoples today, The
capacities of the United Nations have now been rein
forced, thus increasing the responsibility it bears. I
have already referred,to the fact that a large 'group of
young independent African States has joinedtheUnited
N~tions. lam happy to have this opportunity, on behalf
of the Soviet people, to extend a warm.., sincere and
heartfelt welcome to the States recently admitted to
membership in the United Nations and to Wish them
prosperity and success. .
'114. The road the representatives of these States
have travelled to the United Nations has notbeen easy.
The peoples of thefJecountries have\~nduredoppre6~

sion, deprivations and suIfering. They have reached
here after a stubborn strugglefortbeir 1ndependence
and freedom and our welcome today is all the more
cordial on that account. We should like to tell them
that they have ,taken their rightful places as full and
equal Members of the United Nations.

115. The countries which have castoff the burden
of colonialism are an immense and active force for
peace. From now on, the young States of Mrica ancl
the Mediterranean will make· their distinguished CGn

tribution to the solution of the important and complex
issues before the United Nations.
116. A year ago, I had the honour of making a state
ment from this high rostrum. [799th meeting]. At that
time, promising prospects of normali~ing the inter
national situation were opening up before mankind.
Contacts between responsible statesmeniD, thevarious
countries were increasing. The General Assembly
adopted a resolution [1378 (XIV)] on general andcom
plete disarmament. The Ten-Nation Committee on
DiSarmament began its work. Agreement was relLched
on ,holding a s1!DllDit conference. DefiniteprogressWILS
being made in the negotiations on the discontinuance
of nuclear and thermo-nuclear tests. All this raifJed
high hopes in the hearts of the people of all countries.

117.. No one can dispute the fact that theSoviet Union
has been unsparing in its efforts to ensure the c'on
tinuation of this welcome trend in the development of
international relations. But the sinister fr;rces which
profit from the maintenance of international tension
are clinging tenaciously totheir positions. Though only
a handful of individuals is involved, they are quite
powerful and ex~rt a strong influence on the policy
of their respective States. A major effort istherefore
required to break their resistance. As soon as the
policy of easing international tension begins to yield /
tangible results, they immediately resort to 'extreme
measures in order to ensure that the peoples should
feel no relief; they strain every nerve to plunge the
world back again and again into an atmosphere of
gloom and to exacerbate international tension.

118. We saw a dangerous manifestation 'of the work
of t~ese forces last spring when the, aircraft of one
of the larg~st States Members of the United Nations,
the United States of America, treacherously invaded.
the air space of the Soviet Union and that of other
States. What is more, the United States has elevated
such violations of international law into a principle
of deliberate State policy•

119. Theaggre,epiv«3 intrusion into our country by a
United States ait-crait. ~nd the whole course of the
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production of appalling means of destruction. 'rhese
means of destruction are not being used atthe present
time. But, in the last analysis, they are produced to
be used.
104. This argument betweenoptimists andpessimists
reflects the facts of our times. The most important
of! these facts is the conflict between two trends or
liDes of policy in international relations,. I am not, of
course, referring here to differences; in social sys
tems, smce this is a domestic issue, which can and
must be settled only by nations andStates themselv~s,.

105. This development in international relations,
which is fraught with, conflict and complications,t.~s

not arisen overnight. Even in the earlypost-war years
there were two clearly antagonistic schools ofthought
on world affairs. One stood for the reduction of inter
national tension, the halting of the arms race, the
development of international co-operation and the
elimination of war from the life of society-:-a fine and
laudable approach. It is, indeed, for the triumph of
justice that man lives on earth.

106. There is, howeve:i", a second school of thought,
about which we have no right to remain silent. This
school stands for fanning the flames of the cold war,
for the unrestricted accumulation of m:'~;:rffients and
for the destruction of every basisfor international co
operation, with all the dangerous consequences which
this, entails.

107. These two Unes. of policy in international rela
tions b,ave long 000n in opposition. Although parallel
lines Dever meet in elementary geometry they may
come into collision in international affairs. Thatwould
be a fearful moment indeed. Only ten or fifteeri years
ago, few could predict the outcome of the struggle
between these two lines of international policy. In the
year 1960, however, only,the blind can fail to see how'
the majority of .peoples are becoming more and more
positively and plainly convinced ofthe needto maintain
peace.

108. The peoples ofall countries-wOrker$, peasants,
intellectuals and the bourgeoisie, excluding a small
~dful of militarists and monopolists-want ll,ot war
but peace, and peace alone. And if, therefore, the peo
ples actively fight to tie the hands of the militarist
and monopolist circles, peace can be ensured.

.109. Indeed it cannot be otherwise, since life cannot
be reduced to simple geomet:r1cal rulefJ, for life itself
depends on the effective power of the peace-loving
States and on the ardent sympathy and support of the
overwhelming majority of·the lmman race.

/

110. The United Nations was established in the name
of the victory of peace and tranquillity, in the service
of peace and the security of nations. We trust that the
decisions reached bythe present session ofthe General

, Assembly will bring us closer to the realization of
peace and justioe-the goal of all mankind.

111. There are no higher tasks thanthose confronting
the United Nations. It is in a position to take vital
decisions with regard to averting the threat of a new
war and protecting the lawful rights and security of
all peoples; it can help to institute productive inter
national co-operation.

112. The fact that a number ofStates are represented
here by statesmen occupying key pO$itions in their
~ count:ies demonstrates the gravity and urgency
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States. Our only objective is strict observapce. of the
United Nations Charter which rUles out methods of
violence, brigandange and aggression and demands re
spect for the sovereign rights of all States aB the basis
for lastiDg peace J on earth. Is that asking too much?
Is that not the wish of all honest men and women on
this ~arth, who care for the fate of the world and for
the sovereignty and independence of \thGir own coun
tries?

128. The aUles of the United~S, es :sometimes
repro.ach us, for, cri,t,icizf.D.6 the Unit,edStates, Govern,
ment too harshly. BUt if w~ were t assume an air
of benevolence and to give those wh ' organize. acts
of international provocation, an in gent pat on the

,back, we should be doing adisservice to the cause of
.peace. Fighting for peace means boldly exposing all
actions fraught with the danger of war, no matter with
whom they originate. This is a good method of clear..
ing the international atmosphere. Experience shows
that,if we pander to and indulge those who organize
provocation, the ult~mate result is the outbreak of
war. This has' happened many times in the course of
history~ with dire consequences forthefateofpeoples.

129. The flights by the United States spy aircraft
are also instructive in another respect. They have
shown up the danger to peace presentedbythe network
of United States bases in which dozens of States in
Europe, Asia, Africa and LatinAmerica are enmeshed.

130. Like 9; deep-seated form of acute infection in a
living organism, these bases disrupt the normalpoliti
cal and economic life of the States upon which they
have been foisted. They hinder the est.ablishment of
normal relations between those States andtheir neigh
bours. How, indeed, cantherebeanyquestion of normal
relations if the people of these neighbouring countries
cannot sleep peaceMly~ if they have to live with the
threat of being subjected to an annihilatingblowwhen
ever the United States militarists take it into their
heads to embark on fresh act;:; of provocation?

131. The United Nations cannot fail to heed thtd in
creasingly insistent demands of the peoples who are
alft,..."r'V\.o1"1 'h,,. "'''''''0 ....,..nnh.:"""ft....:~'a'ft ,.,,c "".....", .: __ -~ -----
u........... ,LU.V,,", WJ ......'" ......p.v..&.LUQ,.,.LV.&.lP V.L . .,.&.lC CUC.LU.LCp V.L J;JCACC.

The popular movement for peace and international
co-operation assumes different forms and achieves
different results from one count:ry to another, but its
significance, causes and aims remain identical: it is
a movement of protest against the poUcy of war and
provocation, against the debilitating a:rm.S race and
against the imposition upon peoples of. an alien and
hostile will.
132. Fewer and fewer people are prepared to accept
the present state of affairs in which any manifestation
.of the free will of the peoples, any tendency to pursue
an independent policy, be it on the part of Indonesia,
Iraq or Guinea, of neutral Austria or of little Iceland,
actin'g to defend its economic intere$ts, encounters
fierce opposition and brings downthunder and lightning
from the POwers grouped together inNATO-this Holy
Alliance of 10ur day, which has assumed the ungrateful
missi0'4 of exorcizing the spirit offreedom inwhatever
part of the ~~lobe it may appear.
133. The C;ourageous Republic of Cuba has become a
target for all Idnds of attacks, intrigues, subversive
activities, economic aggression and, finally, ill dis
guised threats of intervention.

134. Uhited States relations with C!J.ba are illuminat
ing. As you know, before the victory of the popular
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United States Government',:; ~sequent behaviour
showed the peoples that they were dealing with a cal
culated poUcy on the part of the United States Gov
ernment, which was trying to substitute brigandage
for international law and treachery for honest nego-
tiations between sovereign and equal States.

120. The entire world knowS what a heavy blOW
thfs,)poUcy d~a1t to the cause of easing international
tensIon. ,j!n particular, it was responsible for the
breakdown of the Summit Conference in Paris., atwhich
the most imp6;rtant current problems were to ha.ve
been discussed. Under different circumstanceS,the
Conference might have laid the foundations for health
ier co-operatiQn ~ongStates.

121•. There are some confirmed fanciers of other
people's property who will never take a lesson to
heart. If they 'get a good hiding, they attribute their
misf9rtune entirely to their own carelessness or the
use of the wrong tools. So they make a fresh attempt
to break into the house, this time through another
entrance and with a different set of tools. '

~22. 1'he situation with regard to the organizers of
spy flights by the United States Air Force is somewhat
similar. I do not know what le.sson they learnt from
tile U-2. incident, but exactly two months later, on
l' July 1960, they sent another military aircraft, an
RB-4;7, to our country. It was equipped with gun$ and
special reconnaissance instruments. It flew in to our
territory from the direction of the Kola Peninsula.
What was its purpose? What was itseekingto achieve?
I think that everyone with any COmm.fj~sense realizes
that the aircraft was not bringing us ,anything for our
good.

123. Incidentally~ Mr. Eisenhower, the President of
the United States, said in his statement yesterday
(868th meeting] that the Soviet forces had shot down
a United States RB-47. I do not propose to enter into
an argument on this question because we have already
given a detailed exposition of the facts of the case
and of our attitude.

124. Surprisingly, hqwever ~ th,ough, I lisJ;ened to the
President's statement carefully, I didnotJiear aaingle
word about the U-2, which was also shot down over
Soviet territory. What is the explanation? Has the
President perhaps forgotten about that aircraft?

125. What, in fact, is the objective ofthe United States
in dispatching.its aircraft into the air space of the
USSR? Does it want t~ create an incident that would
be followed by rockets going into action? One aircraft,
then another and such an incident has virtually been
st&ged. Or is the United States for the time being
merely pursuing a policy of feeling out the strength
of the other .side?

.126. Whatever the explanation,one thing remains
perfectly obvious: the operations of those responsible
for organizing the acts of provocation are designed
to create an atmoaphere in which the peoples would
live in constant fear. Even ifsuch an atmosphere SUits
the Government of the United States, it certainly does
not suit the Soviet Union or the overwhelmingmajority
of other States. We have striven and shall strive to
banish all forms of lawlessness from international
relations.

127. The Soviet Union is not making any exorbitant
demands. We are merely striving to ensure adherence
to the most elementary rules of intercourse among
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revolution, all branches of the Cuban economy were less. attempt.·tobl"tng the people of this young State
wholly domin~ted by/United States monopolies which to its knees andtodetachbyforce its richest province,
earned vast profits from exploiting theworkingpeople Katanga" Raw matorialsfor nuclear 'Weapo~ 1JUch as
of Cuba and the wealth of their fertile soil. u;ranium, cobalt and titaniwn as well as cheap labour
135. Some people in the United State$occasionally -that is what the monopolists are 'afraid of losing in

like to boast that the standardof livingin ~heir country the Congo. "That is the true motive behind the plot
against the Congo, the threads of which lead from

is higher than, that in other countries. There is no ;Brussels to the capitals of the other major NATO
gainSaying the fact that, the standard of living in the P

. hi h than in Cub but b i ,owers.United States IS now g er , I a,· , W Y s
that so? Is it becau,se the Cuban people are less in- 141. when thecolonialists realized that the Govern-
dustriousor because the Cuban Boil is less fertile? ment of the Republic of the Congo, which had been
No, this of course is not the reason. The CUban people legally elected and had received a -vote of confidence
are 'welllmown for their industry and for their ,at- from Parliament, bad firmly embarked on an inde-
tachment to their country and to their soil. The ex- pendent,policy and was resolved to be guided solely
,planation is entirely different. For many years the by the interests of the Congolese Iteople, they im-
fruits of the Cuban people1s toil were enjoyed not by mediately resorted to 'every possible means of over-
!the Cuban people but by United states monopolies. Is throwing that Go~ernment.They set Q1It to secure the
'it therefore surprising t1u.lt· in 1958, for example, .establishment of a puppet government, a government,
the per caput income in Cubawas 6.5 times lower than which, though ostensibly "independent", would in fact
in the United States? Tbistellingfactspeaks'for itself. carry out the wishes of thf./colOnialists.

136. A new chapter has now. begun :Y1 Cuba. After 142. The colonialists t~rled to bring this about by
expelling the dictator ;Batista, the,CUb~ people freed c1'llde methods anddirec~1interference., as t4eyalways .
itself from foreign exploitation, took its destiny into do. It is deplorable thafi they have been doing their
its own hands, firmly tellingthe UnitedStiltes monopo- dirty work in the Congo~ough~heSecretary-Ge:q.eral
liSts that they hadbeenrobbingthe cquntrylong enough of the United Nations, ,;ad his s~aff.

and that the people themselves wauld'enjoy the fruits 143.. That is adis,gr,~~eful state,':, ofaffairs.. T..heUnited
of their labour and their soil.

Nations troops wblch were serit toassist",the lawful
137. T,hus, Cuba's alleged offence consists merelyin Government at-its request, occ~piedtheairfields,took
the fact that the freedom-loving and fearless Cuban over the radio station, disorganized ths ~ife of the
~ople have decided to lead an independent life. The State and paralyzed the work o~the lawful uovernment.
United Nations must do everything in its power to These troops paved the way for the treacherous acts
remove the threat of intel"ference from abroad that of the puppets' in Katanga, where forces were assem-
is hanging over Cuba. To allow Cubatobecome a sec- bled and mobilized against th~ Government of Patrice
ond·Guatemala wouldbe tounleash developments whose Lumumba, which had -been elected in accordance with
consequences it is now hardly possible to foresee. all the rnles of democratic procedure.

138" Stormy developments have been taking place 144. The colonialists andtheir ser'Vile supporters say
Oll the continent of Africa. The young Republic of the that Mr. Lumumba is a con1lnunist. Mr.. Lumumba is, .
Congo fell a victim to aggression the third day after of course; no communist;. he is a patriot and is hon-
the proclamation of its independence. Before the eyes estly serving his people; in its struggle for freedom
of the entire world, the Belgian Government tried to from the colonial yoke. But, by putting out this story
deprive the country of its freedom and take away what that he is a communist, the colonialists are actually
the Congolese people had been selflessly struggling helping the coloDial peoples to tear off the veil which /
to obtain for decades. An international crisis arose is being used to obscure their vision. Those peoples I

which took us all back to anxious da.ys of the autumn will soon see that the communist party :is the onli
j

of 1956, the days, qf the Suez crisis. AS at that time, party which genuinely :r~f1ects the will of thepeople~\
an independent African State was subjeccecr to unpro- struggling for the triumph of jUsti~e, the aepirations\\
yoked aggression, the generally recognizedprinciples of all peoples striving for freedoIDf.!, )'

1

'

of international relations were disregarded and a . t~

aituation was created that was fraught with s~rious 145. Some organs of the United Sta~~ and Unite~1
danger to peace and not to peace in A.frica alone. Kingdom Press, enc,our"aged by celialn forces, ar~1

maldng much of an al~egedset-back which the Sovie~
139. Howludicrous andabsurdaretheargumentswith Union has suffered in ,the Congo. What can one say og
which the aggressors attemptedto justifytheir actions! such absurd assertioJ;J.S? In the first place, we bav~
They asserted that there would have been chaos in suffered no set-back)in the CongO, nor was any se~~
the Congo if the Belgi~ troops had not entered the. back possible, since tp.ere neitherrfilere nor couldhat
country and that the Congolese people were not yet been any Of, ourtroop~inthe Congo or any inte,rfereJn'fje
aufficiently mature for an independent existence. Such by us in thllt country·s domestic affairs. I
aasertions could fool no one. The Mricans have a
proverb which runs: "Misleading the people is like 146. We have stood, we stand, and always will st ,
trying to wrap up fire in apiece of paper". The armed for the right of the peoples of Mrica, just as thof1e
aggression against the Congo has been condemned by of ot,her continents, to establiSh, whatever, r~gime t~~iy
the whole of Africa and by public opinion throughout please in their countries, on attaining their freed rID
the world. fr.om colonial oppression.

c

140. It was, of course, not concern for the lives of 147. Second, we have always been and always wil~ibe
Belgian citizens in the Congo, but the much more against any interference b~' imperialists inthe dom9s-
tangible interests of the powerful monopolies which tic affairs of countries which are emancipating th~-
had established themselves on Congolese soil that selves from colonialdependence,againstdiscrediUfrble
impelled the Belgian Government to ~ake the sense- methods such as those used in tho Congo. 11
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and crude pressure by a .certain group ofStates whioh
seek to set at naught the legitimate inter~s and
rights of othe:f countries. This iswhythe internatiOnal
situation is fraught with acute conflicts~ the danger of
which is intensified by the mounting arms race.

157. n is quite evident that international relations
cannot continue on such a basis, as that would mean
a headlong descent to the abyss. It is the sacred dt!ty
of the United Nations to uphold the suvereign rights
of Stl\tes~ and to press for the re-establishment of
int\9rnational relations on a sound legal basis and for
the ending of the arms race.
158. Unfortunately, the poliQ~f ofviolatIngtheiJiaJ.ie~
tible rights of peoples is stUI:tnevidence in the United
Nations itself.

159. Take t for inatiU,ce, the question of the repre
sentation in the United'Nations of the Chinese people.
To impede the reinstatement of the People'S.Republic
of Chin,n in its legitimate rights in the United Nations,.
simply because the socialistr~gime oftlwt State
is not to the taste of the le~\~Ung circles of ~.l~rwn

Western countries, and in parti:cular of the ~[]nited

States, is to disregard the facts:; it betoken[ -:;he ab
sence of any desire for a relaxation of international
tension; it meaJ)B that the interests of strengthen
ing world peace II and of developing internatioi1al co
operation are being sacrificed 1;0 the narrow political
calculatio:c.s of a small group of States. This :'Situation
is inimical to peace and if. degrading to the United
Nations.

160.. This point is' also illustrated by the history of
the qu~stion of the admission of the Mongolian Peo
ple's Republic to:D'.1embership in thp, United Nations.
As we Imow, this question hasbt:. 1 discussed re-
peatedly over a nW':1.ber of years, bu.t the Mongolian
.People's Republic has not yet been admitted to mem··
bership in the' United Nations. Vve consider that it
is high time to settle this question and to admit the
Mongolian People's Republic t'G membership in the
United Nations,so that it may pm."1icipate on an equal
footing with other sovereign States in the discussion
and solution of vital international problems. '

161. By reason of its nature and its purpose, the
United Nations should have the status of a universal,
world~wide organization. The existence of the United'
Nations would cease to serve any useful 'PUrpose, if
it became a one-sided organization and its function
was reduced to that of the servant of a particular
military alignment.
162. Our tjme is characterized by the emancipation
and national rebirth of peoples who for centuries were
kept apart by the colonialists from' the mainstream
of human development, a process whicllistakingplace
before all our eyes. In a mere fifteen years, about
1,500 million people, or half the population of the
earth, have cast off the shackles of coloniaUst op
pression. Dozens of new national States have arisen
from the :ruini4 of the old colonial e:mpire~.

163. A new period has begun in the history of man
kind" in whicll the peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin .
America have begun to take an active part in deter- .
mini.ng the destiny of the wholeVlorldside by side with
the peoples of Europe and Nori:h America. UnlC3SS this
unalterable fact is recognized, there canbe no realistic
foreign policy in harmony '~~h the needs of the times
and corresponding to the peace-loVing aspirations of
the peoples.
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148. The colonialists1 aim is to drive out the lawful
Government and Parliament with the help of the coun
tries whir.:h style theIDBelves the Wfree world·, and
they are anxious to celebrate their victt.lry. But their
rejoicing is premature~ because theirs is a Pyrrhic
victory. This spurious yictory of the coloniaUsts iiJ
helping to lift the vell from the eyes of the cnlonial
peoples, to whom it is becoming increasingly evident
thatt while granting formal independence, the colo
niallsts are d,/.)ing everything inthef.r power tomaintain
the colonial ifoke.

149. The people will not stop halfway. They are mo
bilizing their forces and theywillactwithstin greater
foresight and in the knowledge that the' struggle for
independence is a hard one, that there are many ob
stacles to be overcome on the way to genuine freedom
,and that it is necessary to learnto ~tinguishbetween
true friends and enemies.

150. The struggle which has beentakenu!1bythe Con
golese people cann,ot be halted; it can ~.illy be slowed
down or checked. But it will break out again with ~en
greater force, and ·the people, having overcome all
difficulties~ will then achieve complete emancipation.

151. The Soviet State and its Government welcomed
and welcomes the struggle of the colonial peoples for
independence and is doing all it canto give them moral
and material assistance in their just fight..

152. The United Nations should call for the restoration
of order in the Congo so that the Parliament lawfully
elected by the Congolese people may disc~ge its
duties arip that conditions may be created for tile nor-

. m;:tl functioning of the lawful Government ofthe Congo,
led by Mr. Lumumba, which has enjoyed and still
enjoys the confidence of the Congolese people.

153. The Soviet Government has requested Isee
A/4495] the inclusion of an item entitled "Threat to
the political independence and territorial integrity of
the Republic of the Congo'" on the agenda of the Gen
eral Assembly at its fifteenth session. The Assembly
should administer a rebuff to the-colonialists andtheir
follower.B; it should call Mr. Hammarslfjold to order
and ensure that he does not misuse the position 'If
Secretary-General but carries out .his fun~ions. ID
strict accordance with the provisions of the United
Nations Charter and the decisions of the Security
Council.

154. In the opinion of the SoviE;}t Government, we
should adopt a resolution providing that only troops
from African and Asian countries should be left in
the Congo, that such troops should be stationed in
Congolese territory only with the consent of the law
fully elected Congolese Government of Mr. Lumumba
and should only be used at the discretion of that Gov
ernment for the purpose of ensuring the normal func
tioning of the lawful Government and Parliament of
the Republic of the C'ongo.

155. All States which wish to see the Congo free and
independent in practice andnotmerely intheory should
refrain from any actwhichmight impairthe territorial
integrity and independence ofthe Republic oft~eCongo.
We are certain that the Congolese people themselves
will be able to deal with 'the difficulties which have
arisen and will succeed in restoring order in their
country.

156. We are all witnesses to the fact that m,any peo
ples are being ·continually subjected to hostile acts
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164:. Is the solution of major international problems
really conceivable today without the participation of
the People's Republic of China? Is it possible to solve
these problems without the participation of India,
Indonesia, Burma, Ceylon, the' United Arab Republic,'
Ira.q, Ghana, Guinea and the other States? If anyone
has this idea, let him try to disregard the opinion and
the votes of the representatives of the Asian, African
and Latin American states here in tlle United Nations.

.It is true that the appearance of the new Asian and
African States in the United Nations is giving rise to
apprehension in certain Western countries. Morethan
that, people are beginning to discuss, ways of limiting
the further influx of newly-emerging States into the
United Nations.
165. As regard~~ the So\'riet Union, lcan say frankly
that we axe glad to se~ a ~eat number of new States
making their appear?.nc~ in the United Nations. We
have always opposecl and VY~ Rllall continue to oppose
any curtailment of th,,~ rights ofp~opleswho have won
their national independence. We sharewiththeseStates
the desire to preJ;erve,and strengthen peace, to create
on our planet conditions for the peaceful coexistence
and co-operation of countries regardless of their
political and social structure, in accordance with the
peaceful principles proclaimed, at the Conference of
African and Asia States at Bandung. The facts J;how
that the liberation ofnations andpeoplesunder colonial
domination leads ~o an improvement in international
relations, an increase in international co-operation
and the reinforcement of world ,peace.

166. The pe~ples of the new States have cohvincingly
shown, not only that they are capable of diElpensi~g

with the control and tutelage of the colonial Powers.,
and can govern themselves, but also that they are
actively forging a new life and that they administer
and manage their resource.s, theiI" countriea' wealth,
incomparably more skilfully and prudently than the
colonial authoritiea. '.

167. Early this year I had the opportunity of viait
ing India, Indoneaia, Burma and Afghaniatan. I muat
aay that I waa very deeply impressed by their great
achievement$ in raising the level of their national
economies and culture. We saw large new construction
nrniAcfs -In f,'hoao nnl1....+,...fo~_,.1amg ......oad~an....n nA··..r--J-" ..- ",""""''':!'v; '"''''ioi.i..i..,.. ;&,...,}.J'--.-..... ,- __ , _. - --"

universities and institutes.

168. Would the picture be the aame in the colonies?
There neither fa nor could be anything of the kind
there.. In the colonies arbitrary rule by foreigners
prevails .. The peoples of the colonial countrieaare
not 'only ,deprived of the right to independence and
self-government; in addition, their nationalandbuman
feelingJ; and their self-respect are scorned and out
raged at every turn. Through ruthlesa exploitation
and robbery, the foreignmonopoliats wring everything
of value from the coloniea., plundering' their wealth

. like barbarians" .

169. Aa a result of cplonialist, control, the colonial
economies have remained extremely backwardandthe
working people lead a miserable existence. It is pre
-oisely in the colonies that you will find the longeat
worldng day, together with the lowest national in
com.e, the loweat wagea, the highest illiteracy rate,
the ahoriest life expectancy and the higheat mortality
rate among the population..

170. I need not elaborate here onthemiaerableplight
of the more than 100 million people :who still languish
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in colonial bondage and who are deprived of all their
rights. The archiveJ; of the United Nations contain
more than enough reporta Irom",arious United Nations
bodies, more than enough petitions and complaints,
revealing the situation ofthepopulations ofthose coun
tries and territories where, under various guises, the
colonial J;ystem of government is still preserved.
These documents are an indictment of the shameful
colonial system. What is going on in these countries
and regions justly arouses the anger and indignation
of all right-thinkingindividuala on earth. But the days
of untroubled domination by the alien oppressors are
drawing to a close, even in the colonies they stUI re...
tain. Although the old order may persist .in the colo
nies, ·the people there are changing. They are growing
increasingly conscious of their posttion and arefirmly
refusing to bear the colonial yoke. AJid when the peo
ples rise to fight for their freedomjfor a better life,
then no force in the world can stop this mighty move-
memo .

171. Look at what is' happening now in the colonies.
Africa is seething and bubbling like a volcano. For
some six years now the Algerian people have been
waging a heroic and selfless strugglefor their national
liberatiori.The peoples of Kenya., Tanganyika,'Uganda,
Huanda-Urundi, Angola, Mozambique, Northern Rho
desia, Sierra Leone, South West Africa, Zanzibar and
also West Irian, Puerto Rico and many other colonies
are fighting an increasingly stabbol"ll battle for their
rights.

172. It should be clear to everyone that there is no
m.eans .and no force which can halt this struggle of
the peoples for their liberation, for it lsa great his
toric process, one of ever-growing and invincible
power. It may be possible to prolong the dominion of
one state over another for a year or -two, but just as
in the past the bOllrgeoisorder of things c.ame to re
place feudalism and as, novl, socialism is replacing
capitalism, 130 colonial slavery ia givingplace to free
dom. Such are the rulea of human development, and
only adventurerJ; c~m. believe thatmountains ofcorpaea
and millions of victims will delay the advent of a
radiant future.

173~ We must have done withcolonialiam, for itbringJ;
misfortunes and suffering not only to the peQples of
the enslaved countries·'.-misfortunes and suffering,
tears and deprivation w,'e the lot of the peOples of the .
metropolitan countries too. Who cansaythat the moth
ers of France, whose children are dying on the fields
of Algeria, are less unfortunate than the Algerian
mothers who are burying their sons intheir own land?

174. Today., when the blood of the colonial\ peoplea
is flowing, we cannot turn away, we cannot olose our
eyes to this bloodshed and pretend that' peace reigna.
What ldnd of a peace iait when cruel wars are raging

......unequal wars, too., in terms of the conditions under
which the opposing sides are fighting. The troops of
the colonial Powers are armed to the teeth with all
the most modern means of mass destruction. In the
bands of the peoples battling he~oicallyfor their free
dom are nothing but obaolete.~d)?r1Initiveweapons.
But howevel" destructive thett~~waged bY the colo
nialista, victory will be on tne side of the peoples
fighting for their freedom.

175. There are some countriea which, deapitegreat
,sympathy and fellow-felling for the oppresaedpeoplea
in the.ir struggle, nevexiheleas have miagiv!ngs about



spoiling their relations with the colonial Powers; they probably noticed that I am quoting from paragraph 3
do not, therefore, raise their voices against these of Article 1, of the United Nations Charter, entitled
destructive wars but keep peace with the colonialists. ~Purposes and Principles"-and at the same time to
OtherJ3 are colonialists themselves and from them close our eyes to so shameful a feature of present-day
nothing can be expected. The allies of the colonial society as the colonial system?
Power:; in aggressive military blocs support the colo- 180. It is time for us to undertake the final assault
nialist policy, with all its evil concomitant:;. But the on colonialism just as, a century or a century and a
overwhelming majority of mankind has long since half ago, civilized manldnd took the offensive against
passed final judgement on the colonial system. the slave trade and slave ownership, and put an end
176. The Soviet Union, faithful to the policy of peace to them, thus throwing the door wide open for both
and support for the struggle of oppressed peoples for the political and the economic development of society.
their national independence, the policy proclaimed by 181. The Soviet G'overnment believes' that the time
Vladimir llyich Lenin, founder ofthe SovietState, calls has come to pose the q(uest!on of the full and final
upon the United Nations to raise its voice in defence abolition of the colonial ~ystem of government in all
of the Just li~eration ~fJ~~ colonies a,?d to take im- its forms and varieties in order to make an end of
mediate steps 'tow:ards the complete aoolition of the this infamy, this barbarism, this savagery.
colonial system of government. . .

182. Not everyone here-and I reahzed this when I
177Q. The need for the complete and final abolition was preparing my statement-not everyone here will
of the colonial system in all its forms and manifes" welcome these proposals because representatives of /
tations is demonstrated by the entire course of the colonial Powers are sitting here side by side with
history of the world in recent decades. This system people who are free. These representatives are hardly
is doomed and its end is simply a matter of time. likely to welcome our freedom-inspired proposals!
To all intents an~ purposes the only q~estion now is 183. Firmly adhering to the principle that the United
whether the colomal. system can be burled quietly or Nations should be a centre for harmonizingthe actions
whether its burial Wlll be accompanied by risky ven- f ations in the attainment of the common ends pro-
tures on the part of the adherents of colonialism, 0 ~ .
resorting to extreme measures. Events in the Congo claImed in t~e Charter, the Soviet Government sUbml~s

f e h mi del' of the dangers that exist. for the conslderation of the General Ass?mbly at this
are a r S re n session a draft declaration onthe grant ohndependence
178. It is the duty of the United Nations, which is to colonial countries and peoples, solemnlyproclaim
called upon t6 promote the :;trengthening of the peace ing the following demands:·
and security of --the peoples, to do all in its power to "1. All colonial countries and Trust andNon-Self-
prevent fresh outbreaks of military conflict in Asia, 'Governing Territories must be granted forthwith
Africa, and Latin America as a result of friction be- complete independence and freedom to build their
tween the colonial Powers and the peoples fighting own national States in accordance with the ~reely-
for. their freedom and independence. It is hardly nec- expressed will and desire of their peoples. The
essary to point out that the great Powers may be drawn colonial system and colonial administration in all
into the orbit of any such conflict andthen, inevitably, these forms must be completely abolished in order
a war whi1}h has begun by being local would develop to afford the peoples of the territories concerned
into a general war, a worldwar.Itis not enough, how- an opportunity to determine their own destiny and
ever, merely to defend ourselves against the intrigues form of government.
of the colonialists, to survive one international crisis "2. Similarly, and strongholds of colonialism in the
after .anothe~. It is ne?es~arypermanentJy to protect form of possessions and leased areas in the territory
mankind against thesemtrlgues, to safeguard theworld of other States must be eliminated.
from colonialists J military adventures. It is necessary " d
to DUt an end to colonialism once and for al1

l1
to t:h..row 3. The Governments of all. cou.ntries are w:ge

it on to the dttst-heap of history. to observe strictly and steadfastly the provislons
of the United Nations Charter and ofthis Declaration
concerning the· equality and respect for the sovereign
rights and territorial integrity of all StateD without
exception, allowing no·manifestations ofcolonialism
or any special rights or advantages for some States
to the detriment of other States." '

184. Convinced that the complete abolition of the
colonial system of government will be a fine and gen
Uinely humanitarian act, and a major advance along
the path of civilization and progress, we fervently
appeal to all States represented in the United Nations
to support· the provisions of this Declaration.
185. The draft declaration prepared by the Soviet
Government and submitted for your considerationsets
out in detail the considerations which prompted US to
bring this matter before· the General Assembly. We '
would ask that this draft declaration should be dis
tributed as an official document ,of the United Nations
General Assembly &J.
186. I should like to make the following further points
in my statement in the general debate.

Q!.Subsequently circulated as .document A/4502 and Corr.!.
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179. Who if not the United Nations should speak out
in favour of the abolition of the colonial system of
government seeing that, a~cording to the Charter, it
is the Organization's duty to reaffirm faith in human
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person,
in the equal rights of nations large and /)mall. How is
it possible to develop friendly relations amongnations
based on respect for the principle of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples, which is the purpose of
the United Nations, and at J:he same time to tolerate
a s.ituation in which, as ::l?esult of~he predatory policy
of the Powers that rire strong militarily and eco
nomically, many Asian and Mrican peoples can win
their right to determine their own' fate only at the
pr~ce of incredible suffering and sacrifices, only
thrOUgh an armed struggle against the oppressors?
How is it possible to "aohieve international co
operation in solving inte:rnativllal problems of an eco
nomic', social, cultural or humanitarian character, and
in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights
and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinc
tion as to race, sex., language, or religion"-you have

..
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187. The adoption by the United Nations of measures cruel exploitation of the people and the plundering of
for the final abolition of the colonial system would their natural resources.
not only create favourable conditions for localizing 192. It may be said that it is easyfor the Soviet Union
and eliminating the threat of war which now exists in to advocate the liquida.tion of the colonial system,
areas where a military conflict is inprogress between since the Soviet Union has no colonies. Yes, that is
the colonialists and the peoples fighting for their in- so• We have no colonies and no capital in other coun
dependence; it would also, in many instances, reduce tries. But there was a time when many of the na
the possibilities of the outbreak of further military tionalities inhabiting our country suffered the bitter
conflicts between the Statesinthes«~partsoftheworld. oppression of Tsarism, of the landlord-bourgeois
The peQples of the countries now sUffering from the system. Conditions in remote areas of the Tsarist
humiliations bred by foreign domination would gain a empire hardly differed from those ofcolonies because
clear and immediate prospect of peaceful liberation their populations were cruelly exploited by the auto
from the foreign yoke and States clinging to their cracy, by capitalism. Whereas the autocracy looked
colonial possessions would be responsible before the upon the peoples of Central Asia and Tr4bscaucasia,
United Nations and before the world for the fulfilment and other nationalities inhabiting the Rqs,sianEmpire,
of the provisions of the proposed Declaration. This' as a source of profit, after the October revolution,
prospect wj!1,of course, only become a reality if the when these peoples obtained complete freedom, they
nolonial Powers do not evade compliance 'with United quickly improved their econoprlc, cultural and social
Nations decisions. condition. . .

188. We must also remember the great changes the 193. Let us take, for example, the Soviet Repub
abolition of the colonial system of government would lies of Central Asia. Today Kazakhstan, Uzbeldstan,
bring about illL the lives of the peoples of the enslaved Kjrghizia; TurY;menistan~Tadzbildstan-all the sister
countr.ies. It would be not merely a victory for ele- republics ofCentralAsia-havebeentransformedfrom
mentary human justice and international law, which backward colonies of Tsarist Russia i.nto advanced,
the United Nations is in duty bound to strive for, not industrially developed socialist repub1ic~.During the
in theory but in fact; it would als'o bring to the peo- period from 1913 to 1960; large-scale indu~trialpro
pIes whQare backward after so many centuries of duction in the republics just referred to ind~;easedby
oppression t.he benefits ofmodern science, technology, more than sixty times. The industrial production per
cultur~ and social progress. caput of Kazakhstan, a once backwardcQuntry, is
189. It would be difficult to exaggerate the vast sig- equal to that of Italy, and its per caput electric power
nificance which the abolition of'the colonial system output, for example, is higher thaii that of Italy and
would have for the entire world. Everyone knows that equal to that of Japan..
the economi.es of the colonies and the Trust Terri- 194. Before the revolution, only 7 million kilowatt
todes are at present subordinated to the mercena't'y hours of electricity was produced in the territory of
h,terests offoreign monopolies, andtheindustrializa- Central Asia and Kazakhstan-300 times less than in
tion of these countries is being deliberately impeded. the whole of the Russian Empire" Today the annual
Imagine that the situation has changed and that these output of electric power is 19,000 million itilowatt
countries and territories, having become independent, hours, w;b.i.ch is nine times more than that of all pre
are in a position to make ample use of their rich revolutioiui.ry Russia.
natural resource,a and to proceed with their indus-
trialization, and that a better liie has begun for their 195. The peoples of the Soviet Union are engaged in
peoples. This would lead to a .tremendous growth in peaceful constructive labour to achieve the targets of .
the capacity of the world market, Whichwouldno doubt the seven-year plan for the development ofthe national
have a beneficial effect, not only on the economic economy. As a result of the fulfilment of this plan,
development of the countries of tJ.1e East but also on the total indu.strial production of the USSR will ap
the economies of the industrially-developed countries proximately double during the seven-year periooe The
of the West. ' output of electric power will be more than doubled,

and in Central Asia almost tripled.190. A positive role in overcoming the age"'oldback-
wardness of the countries that are being liberated 196. The ter caput output of electric power in the
would be played by economic and technical assistance Central As an republics is already about 800 kilowatt
through the United Nations and. on a bilateral basis. hours a year, i ..e. considerably mOre than i,n any of
Of course, this will require considerable funds. Where the Latin American republics I fqr example. The Soviet
can they be obtained without overburdening the popu- Central Asian republics a,nd Kazakhstanproducemany
lation of the industrially developed countries? Once times more power' than $\lch neighbouring countries
again from this rostrum I.draw your attention to the as Turkey, which produces n.inety-five kilowatt-hours
source which could be provided by disarmament. The per caput, Iran~ which produces thirty-six, and Pakis
allocation of only one-tenthofthe funds whichthe great tan, Which·produces eleven.
Pb\\~er.sare now spending for military purposes would

,increase the amount of ,assistance to under-developed 197. Enormous economic and cultural progress has
countries by $10,000 million ,a year. Yet the cost of also been 'made by other relatively smallnationaJitie$
constructing all the units of one of theworld's largest of the Soviet Union, united in autonomous republi~s.

power systems, in the Inga region of the Congo, by Thus, for example, d.uring the period from 1913 to
which a tremendous. area in Africa could be made to 1959,1 large-scale industrial production in the Yakut
blossom, is estimated at $5,000 million. ASSR increased by 63 times, in the Komy ASSR by

109 times, ip the Tatar ASSR by 147 times and in the
191. It is also pertinent to recall that it is the moral Bashkir ASS1~ by 163 times.
duty of the States which possessed colonies in.thapast
to return to the liberated peoples of those countries 198. In the family of equal $ocialist l'epu:bUcs, the
at least a part of the riches taken frQm them through former borderlands of pre-revolutionary Russla~
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205. Tremendous advances in economic, culturaland
'Scientific development were, of course, achieved not
only in the Central Asian republics, which were par
ticularly backward in the pre-revolutionary period,
but in all the other So,,1.et republics. Thus, for ex
ample, academies of science have been established in
all the Union Republics, and there are a large num
ber of scientific research institutes and institutions of
higher education. In all the republics, duringthe years
of So'Vri.et rule, skilled working-class personnel have
been trained and the n~ber of intellectUals has vastly
increased.

206. After the great October socialist revolution, the
bourgeoisie of the whole world harped incessantly on
the inevitability of the collapse ofSoviet powerbecause
Russia was an ill-educated country and the working
class had no experts capable of running the State ma
chinery and the economy of the country. Life has
proved the truth of Lenin's statement that the revolu
tion would awaken the initiative of the people, that the
Soviet power would produce leaders and organizers
from among the masses and that, having taken power,
Common workers and peasants would learn to govern
the State and would master all the achievements of
modern science and technology.

times in the country as a. whole and 943 times in
Central Asia. The number of engineers, technicians
and agronomists in the USSR as ..a whole increased by
eighteen times and in Central Asia by thirty-eight
times. The number of teachers and other cultural and
educational workers increased by seven times in the
country as a whole and by nineteen times in Central
Asia. Medical personnel increased by 8.5 times and
twenty-four times respectively. The number ofscien
tific' workers increased from 14,000 to 316,000, or
twenty-three times, in the Soviet Union as a whole.
In 1926 there were only 360 scientific workers in the
Central Asian republics and Kazakhstan, while in 1959
there were 26,500, or seventy-four times as many.,

207. The Tsarist.Government pursued in the border
lands of Russia an essentially colonialist policywhich
differed little from what can be observed today in
colonial countries~ Uzbeks, Kazakhs, Tadzb,iks and
other non-Russian nationalities were scornfully called
"aliens". They were not considered human beings and
were ruthlessly exploited. National differences, hatred
and dissension were fomented between these nation
alities, and the Tsar~stEmpire was heldtogether only

Iby bayonets and oppression. When the peoples ofCen"
tral Asia and Transcaucasia were given their national
freedom and equal rights with the other peoples of
Russia, they showed their capabilities in the develop
ment of their national economy and culture.

208. Did the development of our country suffer by
the granting to the peoples ofthe right of .independence
and self-determination? Is there strife and enmity
between nationalities in our multi-national country or
a disintegration of the State? No, there is nothing of
the sort, nor can there be.

209. Under the Constitution, each of our fifteen Union
Republics has the right to remain in the Union or to
leave it, if it 8'0 desi:res. The existence of,nineteen
autonomous republics, nine autonomous reglons and
ten national territories makes it possible to. p~eserve
the national characteristics and cultural originality
and individuality of each people and nationality.
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which were threatened with depopulation as a result of
malnutrition and disease, have been transformed into
flouri$hingterritories where living standards have
risen as they have throughout the whole Soviet Union.
The wages and salaries of workers and employees
there do not differ from those in other republics of
the Sovi~t Union. Like all the citizens of the USSR,
they rea. ,lye pensions, health insurance benefits and
other social benefits.

199. The progress ·in cultural development achieved
by the Soviet Union's national republics is still more
.strildng.• It is mown, for example, that before the
revolution the peoples of Kazakhstan and the Central
Asian republics were almost entirely illiterate. There
were almost no p,eople with secondary or hip;her edu
cation. The Soviet Power has made education andcul
ture widely accessible to all peoples. Illiteracy has
been eliminated in Kazakhstan and the Central Asian
republics, as it has in the other republics of the Soviet
Union, and they, like the whole of the USSR, have
achieved universal literacy.

200. Before the revolution there were no institlltions
of higher education illKazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kirghi
zia, Tadzbikistan and Turkmenistan,and not even
any technical schools in Kirghizia, Tadzbikistan and
Turkmenistan, whereas inthe last academic year there
were 211,000 students attending institutions of higher
education in those republics, and 176,000 stUdents ~t

tending the technical schools and other specialized
secondary institutions. For every 10,000 citizens of
those republics there are, on the average, 88students
at institutions of higher education and 73 students at
technical schools, without counting the large number
of young people who have gone to study beyond the
borders of their republics, in Moscow, Leningrad,.
Kiev, Kharkov, Saratov, Novosibirsk, Tomsk and other
cultural centres. I might note that inFrancethere are
only 40 students at institutions of higher education for
every 10.,000 inhabitants, in Italy, 34, and in West
Germany 31-which is almost three times less than
in Soviet Central Asia.

201. A decisive factor guaranteeing.the successful
economic and cultural development of the national
republics is the growth inthe number of skilled cadres
of workers and intellectuals.

202. I Should like to cite a few figures taken from the
results of the latest census and to compare thenh with
those of the census of 1926, the year in which our econ
omy completed its recovery to the pre-revolutionary
level. During that period the total number of manual
and clerical 'W'orkersinthe national economy increased
six-fold in the Soviet Union as a whole and ten-fold
in Central Asia and Kazakhstan.

203. The increase in the number of skilled workers
and specialists was even greater. I shall not cite all
the figures because a table containing them has been
distributed, but I should like to call attention to some
of them.

204. From 1926 to 1959, the number ofmetal-workers,
one of the most highly skilled of working-class occu
pational groups, increasednine-fold in the SovietUnion
as a whole and eighteen-fold in Central Asia. There
were nine times I as many chemical workers in the
whole country and seventy-two times as many in Cen
tral Asia. The number of mechanics grew by fifteen
and .forty-two timefJ respectively. The number ofdriv
ers and tractor and combine operators grew by 260
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210. lIarmony and' unprecedented unity between all living in the Western countries is not even comparable
nationalities have been achieved in the Soviet Union. tc that in the colonies? That is no co-operation, but
A genuine· friendship between nationalities waE:! brought tht.~ domination of one group by the other, a situation
into being, which all the trials of the Second World in whi.ch the latter utilize the labour and wealth of the
War could not shake. These great changes benefited former, exploit and plunder them and pump their na
not only the national minorities but the Russians, tional resources into the metropolitan countries. The
Ukrainians and Byelorussians-the nations comprising colonial peoples have but one road of escape frpm
a majority of the Soviet Union's population. want and arbitrary rule-the liquidation ofthe coloIldal
211. We are proud that the experience of the former system of government. '
borderlands of Russia has proved that it is perfectly 217. The supporters ofthe colonial system arefright
possible for the co~tr~es of the East to do away with ,ening the populations of the metropolitan oountries by,
backwardness, poverty, disease and ignorance within ,asserting that the abolition of the system will inev
the lifetime of one generation and to rise to the level itably be followed by a drastic deterioration in the
of economically advanced countries. mode of life of the people of the industrialized coun-
212. And now I should like to turn to other examples tries. These assertions are clearly groundl,ess~
which illustrate how the colonialists in fact carry out 218. In the first place, they betray their auth6rs,
their "civilizing mission" in the colonies. who involuntarily admit that the metropolitan count~des

213. On the attainment of independence bythe former are continuing to plunder the colonies and dependent
colonies, the annual per oaput national. income, ac- countries from which they derive fabulous profits.

That is indeed a fact, but it is equally true that the
cording to official United Nations statistics, was only super-profits go not to the metropolitan peoples at
$US25 in Indonesia, while in Holland it was twenty large but, mainly, into the pockets of the monopolists.
times greater. In Burma that income was $US36, in
India, $US57, or ten times less than in the United It is not the peoples of the metropolitan countries but

the millionaires and billionaires who clingtothe colo
Kingdom. The per caput national income in Belgium nial system.
at the time when the Congolese people won their in-
dependence was thirteen times higher than the income 219. In the second place, the course of development
of a Congolese. Moreover, in the Congo, as in other of many countries that have attained their national
colonial countries, the lionts share of this extremely independence shows conVincingly that with the rapid
low ·income was taken by the colonizers. growth of their national economy, thei,r home markets
'214. Let us take such an important index of a coun- expand beyond comparison,and they can consume in
try's economic development as the output of electric ' comparably greater quantities ofindustrial goods from
power. On the attainment of independence, per caput the more highly developed countries while, at the same
output of electric power in Burma was 4 kilowatt- time, because of the growth of their own productive
hours a year; in India., about 15 kilowatt-hours, in forces, they are able to supply more of the raw ma-

terials and the various products and goods needed by
Pakistan, 2kilowatt...hours and in Egypt, about 50 the economies of the industrialized countries. This is
kilowatt-hOurs, while in the United Kingdom per caput a more progressive and sensible system of relations
production in 1947 was over 1,100 kilowatt-hours. , among countries, that increases the prosperity of the
215. The colonizers kept the enslaved peoples in peoples both in the erstwhile economically backward \
ignorance and darkness. In 1950 the number of literate colonial and dependent countries and tu the more highly
persons in Indonesia did not exceed 15 to 20 per cent developed ones•
of the population. In India, even a few years after in- '220. The entire march of events and the course of
dependence had been won, when steps had already economic andpoliticaldevelopmentpassti7:einexorable
been taken to expand the national educational system, judgement of histo~·'y on the obsolete and shameful
the level of liter~cy stood at 16 per cent; in Pakistan colonial system.
it was 14 per cent. At the time when the countries of
French .Indo-China attained independence, there. were '221. We cannot, of course, expect that our proposals
330 students in France for every 100,000 inhabitants for the liquidation of. the colonial system, consistent
and 4 for every'100,000 in Cambodia. In 1948 there though they are with mankind's vital inte,rests, will

.was one doctor for 67,000 inhabitants in Indonesia. meet with sympathy on the part of thOse who are still
It is not surprising that, as a result of the poor living clinging to the colonial order of things. I Can hear in
standards and the lack of proper medical assistance, adv~ce the criticism of those who defend the colonial
the average life span in all former colonies is ap- system. But to those accustomed to build their pros
pallingly low in comparison with the metropolitan perity at the expense of the oppressed peoples of the
countries. In a number of these countries a man lives colonies we say this: Think, look carefully at what is
on the average not more than ~5 years, which is barely happening around you. If not today, then soon, very
half the average lifetime in the countries that held soon, will oome the final collapse oUhe colonial order,
·them in colonial enslavement. This is a legacy of the and if you do not get out of the way in time, you will
colonial system that has not yet been eliminated. be swept away just the same. The life of the doomed
2· colonial system of government cannot be lengthened
16. If, instead of plundering and exploiting, the either by plots or even by force of arms. S~~ll efforts

metropolitan States had really been guided by the
interests of the colonial peoples, if they had really will merely intensify and embitter the 'struggle of the
given them the assistance of which they like to talk, peoples against this utterly decayed t;ystem.
the peoples of the colonies and the metropolitan coun- 222. But the number of supporters of the colonial
tries would have developed uniformly instead of pre- system, even in the colonial Powers themselves, is
sentingsuch striking differences in the development steadily dwindling and, in the final analysis, they will
of their national economy, culture and prosperity. not have the last word. For this rerllson, we are ap
How can one speak of co-operation, ,when the level, of pealing to the good sense and the foresight of the peo-
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.declares at the present session of the United Nations
General Assembly that the Soviet Unioh:p:Laintains
armed forces for .the sole purpose of defending our
country· and fulfilling our commitments to our allie$
and friends .in the event of aggression against them.
The use of our armed forces for other purposes is
precluded because that would be alien to the very na
ture of our State and to the fundamental principles of
our peaceful foreign policy.

230. Our country is compelled to maintain armed
forces solely because our proposals for general and
complete disarmament have not yet been accepted.
We shall do eVerything in our power to 'ensure that
general arid complete disarmament becomes a reality
and that mankind is liberated from the arms race and
from the threat of a new war of extermination..

231. A year has elapsed since the General Assembly
adopted the resolutf.on 'on general and complete dis'"
armament. Having regard to the present pace of life,
that. is a comparatively long period of time and we
need have no doubt that those engaged inthe production
of weapons apd in the perfection and invention of now
lethal means have not let it go to waste.

232. But in the sphere of disarmament not the slight
est progress has been made in the past year. What
are the reasons for this state of affairs to which we
are forced to refer with great regret and serious con
cern"t Who is preventing the implementation of the
9'eneral Assembly resolution on genera.l and complete
disarmament, perhaps the most important and out
standing decision in the history of the UnitedNations?
Who is making it impossible to break the deadlock on
the problem of disarmament?

233. The facts show that the absence of any progress
towards the solution of the disarmament proble~ is
the consequence of the position taken by the United
States and by certain other States linkedwith it through
NATO.

234. Throughout the work of the Ten-Nation Commit
tee on Disarmament, the Western Powers refused to
start working out a treaty on general and complete
disarmament and in every way avoided discussion of
the substance of the Soviet programme of general and
complete disarmament [A/4219] which the General
A$sembly had referred to the Committee for detailed
consideration. For their part, they made proposals
which provided for neither general nor complete dis
armament, nor any disarmament at all, but only for
measures of control over armaments, i.e. control
without disarmament. However, one cannot but s!3e
that the establishment of control without disarmament
would be tantamount to setting up an international
espionage system which,. far from contributing to the
consolidation of peace, (~ould, on the contrary, make
it easier for a potential aggressor to realize his plans
which pose a threat to the peoples.

235. The danger lies in the factthl'it the establishment
of control over armaments, if armaments were re
tabled, would mean, in effect, that each side would
lmO'w the quantity, quality and deployment ofthe arma~
ments possessed by the opposing side. Consequently
an agg".ressor could increase his armaments to a su
perior level in order to choose the opportune moment
and launch an attack. We will never agree to control
over at'maments without disarmament, because that
would mean conniving at aggression. Our goal is to
secure a stable peace, which can be achieved only

78

pIes of the Western countries, to their Governments
and representatives at this Assembly of the United
Nations: let us agree on steps to liquidate the colonial
system of government and so speed up this natural
historical process; let us do everything to ensuretbat
the peoples of the colonial and dependent countries
attain equality of rights and become able-to decide
their own fate.

223. We welcome the sacred struggle of the colonial
peoples for their liberation. If the colonial ~owers,
instead of heeding the voice of reason~persist in their
old colonialist policy of keeping the colonial countries
in subjection, the peoples which stand for the liqui
dation of the colonial r6gimes will have to give all
possible help to those righting for their independence
against the colonialists and against colonial slavery.
Moral, material and other assistance must be given
so that the sacred and just struggle of the peoples for
their independence can be brought to its conclusion.

224. The Soviet Union, for its part, has been giving
assistance to economically under-developed countries .'
and will continue to do so in ever-increasing volume.
We are genuinely helping the peoples ofthese countries
to establish their independent economies andto develop
their own industry, which is the mainstay of true in
dependence and of increasingprosperity for the pe'ople.

225.. Peoples which oppress others cannt be free.
Every free people must help those who are still op
pressed to gain their freedom and independence.

226. Allow me to express the hope that the present
session of the General Assembly will be an historic
landmark on the road to the complete and final elimi
nation of colonial systems on our planet. This would
be an act of great historic importance, in keeping with
the aspirations of all peoples struggling to secure
national independence for progressive manldnd 2~ a
whole.

227. In September 1959, on the Soviet Government's
instructions, I submitted at the fourteenth session of
the United Nations General Assembly (799th meeting]
the Soviet Union's proposals for general andcomplete
disarmament. The appalling destructive force ofm.od
ern weapons, the unprecedented pace ofthe arms race,
the accumulation by Sta.tes of vast stockpiles of wea
pons of mass destruction, all create a threat to the
future of mankind and necessitate a search for an
essentially new approach to the problem of disarma
ment. Our propossls m;,re the practical expression of
such an approach.

228. We could only feel gratified at the fact that the
ideas we had put forward won unanim.ous approval in
the United Nations and received widespread support
from the peoples of the whole world. Guided by the
resolution [1378 (XIV)) adopted bythe General Assem...
bny at its last s(~ssion; the Soviet Union, jointly with
other States, tOQk a most active part in the negotiations
in the Ten-Nation Committee on Disarmament and
strove for the preparation of a treaty on geneX'al and
complete disarmament. Without waiting for an inter
national agreement on disarmament, the Soviet Union
is unilaterally carrying out a reduction of its armed
forces by 1.2 million men, i.e., by one third, which is
generally recognized as having helped to improve the
atmosphere for t.he disarmament talks.

229. The Soviet Government. which is consistently
and resolutely pursuing a peacieful policy, solemnly



ments of the world for consideration, hasbeen drafted
with due regard ft>r all the useful ideas expres~ed in
the past year in the course of the discussions on this
question in political and public circles in various
countries. This proposal goes a long way towards
meeting the position .of the Western Powers and this
we hope will make for early agreement on disarma..
ment.

243. We now provide, in particular, that all means
of delivering nuclear weapons to their targets Should
be eliminated in the very first stage of general and
complete disarmament; we have worked out detailed
measures for effective international c0IJ.trQI at all
stages; and we have· taken into account the. wish of
certain Western Powers that, from the outset~ there
should be provision for reduction in the strength of
armed forces and in conventional armaments. We have
also introduced quite-a"nUmber of other amendments
to and modifications of our pn)graIrID1~.In our view
all these amendments render the p:r.Qg:r.aIl!~e,~ofgen
eral and complete disarmament more concrete and
even more realistic and practicable.
244. Detailed preparation of a treaty on general and
complete disarmament is, of course, a.complex task
which will demand no little effort and labour from all
those taking part in the negotiations. In the course of
this work various p:t.oblems may arise whose solution
will demand flexibility and a realistic appraisal of
the international situation.

245. But we must all soberly realize that no amount
of flexibility will help in the solution of the disarma
ment problem and that all the efforts and labour de
voted to that end Will go to waste as before unless all
the participants in the negotiations are guided bya
desire to make mankina's age-old dream of disarma-
ment a reality. .
246. However, in the Ten-Nation Committee on Dis
armament, the United States and its NATO partners
clearly lacked this desire. So far there is no sign that
they have the desire now. In this connexion it is im.
possible to disregard the new attempts which the
United States made shortly before the General As
sembly began its work to sidetrack the issue. la it
not clear to everyone that that was precisely the aim
puraued by the United States in seeking a meeting of
the United Nations Disarmament Commiasion a few
weeks before the opening of the· General Assem.bly's
fifteenth session? As the work ofthe Ten-Nation Com
mittee has shown in practice., difficulties arose in the
negotiations onpractical disarmamentproblems inthat
Committee as a result of the Western Powers' un
willingness to solve the disarmament problem. The
Soviet Union proposals submitted to the Ten-Nation
Committee for consideration are widely known and
were appraised by international -public opinion as
perfectly clear and entirely realistic. It should be
emphasized that they took into account some of the
Western Powers' wishea and propoaals. Nevertheless,
Mr. Lodge, the United States representative to the
United NatioIiS on the question of disarmament,as"
serted that the Soviet Union was selling "a pig in a

. poke". In that case the question iswhether Mr. Lodge,
like the hero in oriental fairy tales, has not pu~ him
'Self into a "pokelt which prevents him from seeing
what everyone else can see and understan<i perfectly'
well. ..~ lJ

247. We were also surprised by another statement
made by Mr. Lodge, opposing submission of the dis-
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through the elimination of armaments and armed forces
under strict international control.

236. Acting directly contraryto the General Assembly
resolution, the western Powers engaged in meaning
less talk on disarmament inthe Ten-Nation Committee
on Disarmament, trying to impede all progress in the
matter and to discredit the idea of general and com-
plete disarmament in the eyes of the world.

237. The Soviet GoverIUIlent, together with the 'Gov
ernments of a number of other States, was compelled
to suspend its participation ~n the work of the Ten
Nation Committee which the Western Powers had
turned into a screen for concealing the arms race. re
was not easy for the Soviet Government to take this
decisiokl, because it was 'precisely our countrythat had
first raised the issue of general and complete dis
armament, and had been doing its utmost to achieve
in the Committee a constructive solution to the prob
lem, in strict conformity With the General Assembly
resolution. In the circumstances, however, staying on
in the Committee would only have meant helping the
opponents of disarmament. It was impossible to toler
ate attempts to make the great cause of disarmament
an object of speculation for purposes inimical to the
interests of universal peace. '

238. That is why the Soviet Government has placed
the question of disarmament before the United Nations
General Assembly, a considerable majority of whose
members have no interest whatever in the arms race
and sincerely wish to see it brought to an end.

239. Bearing. in mind the tremendous significance of
the disarmament problem and the need to effect a radi
ca! change in the course of the negotiations, the Soviet
Government expressed the idea that Heads ofState and
of Government vested with the necessary plenarypow
ers, lhould participate directly in the discussion of
this guestion in the General Assembly. We note with
satisfaction that this approach was duly understoodby
the Governments of a number of States, whose dele
gations to the General Assembly are headed by the
most responsible statesmen of their respective coun
tries..

240. In submitting the question of disarmament to
the General Assembly for consideration in plenary
meeting, our basic premise is that a full-scale dis
cussion of this question should finally leadto its solu
tion or, at least, give a more practical direction to
the disarmament talks, in which Statea adhering to a
neutral cour.se should now participate, in addition to
,States belonging to the opposing military groups.

241. In an attempt to facilitate the General Aa
sembly's work and to gitve reality to the disarma
ment discussions, the Soviet Government submits to
the General Assembly for consideration a proposal,
"Basic provisions of a treaty on general and complete

. disarmament" [A/4505]. We requeat the President of
the General Assembly and the United Nations Secre
tariat to have cir'culated to delegations., as official
General Assembly documents, this proposal and our
explanatory statement in which. the Soviet Union's
position on the question of disarmament is ·set out in
greater detail.

242. The new Soviet proposal on the question of gen
eral and complete disarmament, which is based onthe
provisions of the proposal dated 2 June 1960 [A/4374] ,
Bubmitted by the Soviet Government- to all the Govern-
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252. The Soviet Government is deeply convinced that
only a radical solution of the problem ofdisarmament,
providing for the complete prohibition of nuclear
weapons together With the cessation of their manu
fact1.U'e and testing and the de,struction of all accu
mulated stockpiles of these weapons, can r.,ccompliDh
the task of delivering mankind from the threat of
nuclear war which hangs over it. This is precisely
the aim which the Soviet Union is pursuing in con
sistently and resolutely B.dvocating general and com
plete disarmament.

253. All this, in our view~ leads to one important
conclusion. In order finally to break the deadlQck on
the disarmament problem, the General Assembly
should call to order those who are hindering its solu;'
tion and are trying to replace businesss-likenegotia
tions on disarmament by empty beating about the bush.

254. Soberly apprBising the situation andthe correla
tion of forces in the world, the Soviet Government is
profolJ.D.d1y convinced that disarmament in our time is
not only necessary butpossible. The struggle for peace
has now become a great watchword mobilizing the
peoples. This is .. a fact to be reckoned with even by
those Governments which arEl still infected with an
unhealthy attraction towards the policy of cold war
and the armaments race.

255. The United Nations has no more important or
more urgent task than that of helping to ensure that
disarmament becomes a reality and that practical
steps-the return of soldiers to their homes and the
destruction of weapons, including nl~clear weapons,
and the means of their delivery, are at last begun.

256. A great aim is worthy ofgreat effort. The Soviet
Government expresses the hope that all States·con-
cerned with the strengthening of peace will exert their
energy and spare no effort to solve the disarmament
problem, the most important problem of today. There
can be no doubt that the peoples of the whole world
will be deeply grateful for a decision by the United
Nations General Assembly on disarmament qUestions.

257. The peoples of the Soviet Union and the Soviet
Government are striving unremittingly to have, the
principles of peaceful coexistence firmly established
in relations between States, and to ensure that these
principles l'Jecome the fundamental law of life for the
.whole of modern society. There is no co~unist-

devised "trick" behind these principles, but simple
truths dictated by life itself, such as that relations
between all States should develop peacefully, without
the use of force, without war and without interference
in each other's internal affairs.

258. I am revealing no secret whenI saythat we have
no liking for capitalism. But we do notwant to impose
our system on other peoples by force. Let those, then,
who determine the policy of States with a different
social system from ours, renounce their fruitless and
dangerous attempts to dictate their will. It is time
they also recognized that the choice of a particular
way of life Is the domestic concern of every people,
Let us build up our relations having regard to actual
realities. That is true peaceful coexistence.

259. We cannot disregard the factthatamuchgTeater
force than the detdre, the will or the decision of any
Government is acting in favour of the policy of peace
ful coexistence. That force is the natural desire,
common to all mankind, to avert the calamities of a
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armament question to the General Assembly for con
sideration at the present session.

He said:

ftWe "" • think that world opinion ought to hear
it and ought to hear it in a forum like this which is
devoted exclusively to disarmament, and not merely
hear it in the General Assembly where it is only one
of more than eighty other issues."1/

248. I know Mr. Lodge personally, andI am surprised
that he has such a low opinion of his own work; after
all, he represented the interests of the United States
in the United Nations for many years. Perhaps it is'
precisely because he is so familiar with all the ques
tions under discussion in the General Assembly that
he counts them by the dozen and would rather try to
transfer them. to an· auxiliary body in order to hide
them "in a poke" away from public opinion.

249. We have the greatest respect for all the Ccm
missions of the United Nations, but for us the highest,
most representative and authoritative forum. of the
peoples is the General Assembly ofthe United Nations.
We hope that the representatives of States from all
continents who are gathered here do not share Mr.
Lodge's point of view and will not regard the question
of disarmament merely as one of more than eighty
agenda items. This is the vital question which· is agi
tating the whole of mankind, and it is strange that
the representatives of the United States in the United
Nations do not understand this.

250. Still more brazen attempts were made in the
United Nations Disarmament Commissionto direct the
disarmament negotiations onto a path that could not
pOSSibly lead to a solution of the problem. How else
can we regard the proposals~/which the UnitedStates
put forward in the United Nations Disarmament Com
mission, to the effect that the United States' and the
Soviet Union should each place, under international
supervision, 30,000 1d.logrammes of fissionable mate
rials intended for nuclear weapons-a proposal, inci
dentally, repeated yesterday [868th meeting] by the
President of the United States-or that these countries
should start shutting down one by one the plants pro
ducing such materials fOr millta:ry purposes?

251. Only an ill-informed person can believe that
these proposals are aimed at reducing the threat of'
nuclear war. Indeed, the American proposals do D.ot
provide either for the elimination of nuclear weapons
or for the destruction of stockpiles of such weapons,
or even for the prohibition ,of their use. They provide
for the removal of a certain quantity of fissionable
materials from the stockpiles ofthese materials which
have been accumulatedbyStates for militarypurposes.
It is welllm.own, however, that the existing stockpiles
of fiasionablematerials are ·so huge as to be more
than sufficient toamil1iilate whole countries and peo
ples. It is signiffcant that the United States, in putting
forward its proposals, said nothing about the quantity
of nuclear weapons and of fissionable materials for
their future manufacture which would remain at its
disposal after the allocation ofthe 30,000 kilogrammes.
If the United States had mentioned that, it would have
been still more obTious that such a step would by no
means alleviate ·S1Lbstantially the threat of nuclear
war.
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of the world. The Soviet Government is ready to con
tinue doing everything possible to improve relations
between our country and the United States.

266. The policy of peaceful coexistence assumes a
readiness to solve all outstanding issueswithout resort
to force, by means ofnegotiations and reasonable com
promises. We all Imow that during the cold war years
such questions for the most part did not find a solu
ti9n, and that led to the creation of dangerous foci of
tension in Eur,ope, Asia and other parts of the world.

267. We have not yet unravelled the international
tangles which are the legacy of the SecondWorld War.
Foremost among these is the conclusion of a peace
treaty with Germany and the solution on that basis of
the urgent question of West Berlin. The fact that no,
peace treaty has yet been concluded with Germany is
entirely the responsibility of the Governments of the
Western Powers· which, to speak plainly" have· been
sabotaging the settlement of this probl~m for many
years. These Governments have made lit 3, 'practice
to reject peremptorily all the Soviet Unii,ln':sproposala
for the conclusion of a German peace treaty, while
they themselves have put forwardnopr9posals oftheir
own on the subject throughout the fifteeri post-war
years.

268. As a result of this, the situation in Europe re
mains unstable, fraught with the danger of acute con'"
fIicts . The absence of a peace treaty is particularly
pleasing to the revanchist and militarist forces in
West Germany. 'I'hey are taking advantage of this in
order to advance step by step towards the fulfilment
of their purposes, which are dangerous to the cause
of peace. At the time of the war in Korea, when rela
tions between the Great Powers were greatlystrained,
they brought up the question of creating the Dundes
wehr and succeeded in doing this. Today we see th~

ruling circles in the Federal Republic of German~r

becoming active, hoping that the present tension wi!1\
enable them to obtain posS~~eio.Ilof nuclear weapons
and rockets.

269. Although the Summit Conference, which among
other things was to have considered the question of a
....oaiU oa...y. ~"'h r.!.o~a ....'Ir 'UJ'Qc;I .~~ +o..:l ....'0 nn ~..:IA...1:''''&0-.'''''' """MoW • " ...v .... '..... v ... ,A&.&~J., "~", .t"..1JI\o&,...,.'J ""'.&..I.D ~...
that there exist objective conditions for an agreed
solution of the problemS remaining at issue after the
last war. As we have already stated, the Soviet Gov
ernment is prepared to wait a while with the solution
of the problem of a German peace treaty in order to
try and reach agreement on that treaty at the summit
conference which the Soviet Union has proposed con
vening in a few months' time. We should like to hope
that the Soviet Union's efforts in this direc.1ion will I

be ·supported by the Governments of the Un!tedStates,
the United Kingdom and France.

270. The Soviet Union considers ths,t, in order to
strengthen peace in the Far East and throughout the
world, i1 is m\ost essential to settle the Korean ques
tion.

271'. Only ma~Jmen could t11ink of settling the Korean
question by armed force. Th~ only correct proposO:l,
namely to leave the solution of the question of the
peaceful reunification of Korea to the Koreans them
selves with no interfereD.ce from ottside, is finding
ever wider acceptance. An esseD~~al condition for this
is the immediate and completewithdrawal ofallUnited
States troops from South Korea, for their presence
poisons the atmosphere not only in Koreabutthrough-
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war in which all the unprecedented means of mass
destruction accumulated in recentyears wouldbe used.

260. Adoption ofthe principles ofpeaceful coexistence
does not, of course, mean that we have somehow to
begin to rebuild relations between States on a com
pletely new basis. Peaceful coexistence is in fact
already a reality andhas received international recog
nition. Proof of this is the fact that the General As
sembly has twice in :r.ecent times adopted resolutions

,confirming the need fo!" peaceful coexistence. Wllether
they want it or not, even those States whose Govern
ments still do not wish to declare their agreement
with the idea of peaceful coexistence are forced in
practice to follow it in many respects.

261. The problem now, in fact, is how to make peace
ful coexistence safe, how to avoid the departures from
it which very often give rise to dangerous international
conflicts. In other words, as I have already once said,
we have not much choice,: it is either peaceful coexis
tence, which would promote the highest human ideals,
or else coexistence "at daggers drawn".

262. Anyone wishing to describe how peaceful co
existence looks in practice might point to the relations
maintained by the sociaUst couptries with the new
States of Asia, Africa, and Latin America which have
freed themselves from colonial oppression and have
started to follow an independentpoUcy. These rela
tions'are marked by true friendship" great mlltual
sympathy and esteem, and the granting of economic I

and technical assistance to the less developed countries
without any political or military strings attached.
Another good ,example might be the relations. main...
tained between the countries of the socialist camp and
neutral capitalist States such as, for instance, Finland,
Austria, Mg~aniBtan, Sweden and others.

263. I feel that the ideas of peaceful coexistence may
triumph even in those countries whose Governments
have not yet abandoned their hostile acts against
socialist States "or their crude pressure on uncom
mitted States which pursue an independentpolicy. Even
in those countries there is a growing realization of
the danger of the cold war policy and of a reckless
'h..1 __..J";'__.... ~t._ .........:_,__Jl ~t.__....__.:_.1 __
IJCUAUV.LUj:; vu ..Ug JJ.L UU\. V.L loUg J:I.L g""'p..."g.

264. On my last Yisittothe Un1tedStates I met states
men, businessmen; workers and farmers, scientists
and trade union leaders. These meetings had great
importance.. for me, and alliJO, I think, for the people
I met. My' conviction has grown that the American
people do not want war, that in the highest strata of
American society there are people who are profound
ly aware of the need to· live in peace and to exclude
war from the life of mankind" people capable of going.
agains~ deeply-rooted prejudices.

265. I left the United States feeling that there were
real possibilities of dispelling the gloomy shadows of
suspicion, fear and distrust from the relations between
our States and that the Soviet Union and the United
States could go hand. in hand in the name. of consoli
dating peace and establishing effective international
co-operation among all States. I must say that this
conviction has not been shaken in spite of all that has
happened between theUnitedStates and the Soviet Union
.in recent months. In our time it wouldbe the height of.
absurdity if the two most powerful States could not
agree between themselves. This must be done, if only
because of the enormous importance of the relations
between the USSR and the United States for the fate
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repeat, the matter relates primarily totheSecreta.rJ:~

General.' and hisstaif. We must particularly bear in
mind the necessity for certain changea and improve
men~s, with a view to the iLnmediate future.

278.· For instance, we are now conductingnegotiations
on disarmament. For the present the United States
and its allies are maldng every effortto resist gen.eral
and complete disarmament and are finding all ~lorts

lof pettifogging reasons to thwart or at least sta'V'e off
indefinite~y a settlement of the disarmament quention.
But we believe that good senSe will prevail and that
sooner or later all States will bring pressure tc! bear
on those who resist a sensible solutionofthe. disnrma
ment problem. The United Nat10ns Secretariat: muat
therefore be adapted even now to the conditions which
will come into being as disarmament decisions are
implemented.

279. An identical point of view has emerged in our
proposals and in those of the countries making; up the
NATO military alliance regarding tbe neceElsity of
follOWing up an agreement on disarmament with the

.establishment' of armed forces of all countrieEI, under
internation~l control, to be used by the UnitedNations
in accordanc.e With the decision ofthe Security Council.

280. The Soviet Government considers that 'if a cor
rect approach is taken to theutilizationofthe/3e inter
national armed forces, they may indeed be uf~eful.But
the experience of the Congo puts us on our gu'ard. That
experience indicates that the United Nations forces are
being used exactly in theway againstwhichwe warned,
a way we emphatically oppose. Mr. HamJlllarskjold,
the Secretary-General, has taken a position of purely
formal condemnation ofthe colonialists. In af.Jtual prac
tice~ however, he is following 'the colonialists'line,
opposing the lawful GoverIllilarr'1i of the COlago and the
Congolese people and supporting the ren~,gadeswho,
under the guise of fighting for the independence of the
Republic of the Congo, are actually cOJatinuing the
policy of the colonialists and are evidently receiving
some reward from them for their treache:ry.

281. What is to be done inthis case?If this is how the
international armed forces are to be used inpractice,
to suppress liberation movements, it will naturallybe
difficult to reach agreement on their establishment,
since there will be no guarantee that they will not be
used for reactionary purposes that are alien to the
interests of peace. Provision must be made to ensure
that no State falls into the predicament in which the·
Republic of the Congo now finds itself. We are con-,
vinced that other State.s also realize this danger. Solu
tions muat therefore be sought which would preclude
.similar occurrences in the future.

282. The Soviet Government ha.s come to a definite
conclusion on this matter and wishes to expound ita
point of view before the United Nations General As
sembly. Conditions have clearly matured to the point
where the po.st ofSecretary-General, who alone directa
the staff and alone interprets and executes the deci
sions of the Security Council and the ses.sions of the
General As.sembly, should be abolished. It would pe
expedient to abandon/the sy.stem under which all prac
tical work in the intervals between General Assembly
.sessions and Security Council meetings is determined
by the Secretary-General alone.

283. The executive organ of the United Natb>ns should
reflect the real situation that obtains in the world to-'
day. The United Nations includes States' which are
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out the Far East and ha.s made possible such shameful
facts as the rigging of elections in South Korea. The
proposal of the Government ofthe Democratic People's
Republic of Korea to establi.sha.confederationofNorth
and South Korea is just as rea.sonable as the proposal
of the Government of .:te GermanDemocratic Republic
to set up a'confederation of the two German States. It
i~ the only way to lay a sound foundation for the re
unification of the.se States.

272. In recent years, at critical moment.s in th.e
course of international life, the peace-loving States
have more than once had tc speak out in defence of
the just cause and to take effectivemeasure.s to (~nsure

that events were directed into a peaceful channel. The
United Nations nelped to rebuff the aggressors who
encroached on the freedom and right.s of Egypt, and .
it helped to call to order those who were intervening
in Lebanon and' Jordan. We should like to hope that
the United Nations will succe.s.sfully accomplish thel
re.sponsible tasks impo.sed on it by the still alarming
situation in the world.

273. Experience of the work of the United Nations
has shown that this bod~T is useful and necessary, 'be
cause in it are represented all the States wP.ich are
called upon to solve, through negotiation and discus
sion, the pre.ssing issues of international relations so
a.s to prevent them from reaching a point wherre cQ1n
fIicts and wars' might break out. That i.s the po.sitil.ve
aspect of the work of the United Nations. That, indeed,.
constitutes the main purpose of the creation of the
United Nations.

274. However, in the course of the Organization's
activities, its negative aspects have also come to light.
These negative aspects found expressioDL in the fact
that certain countries have hithertobeen able to impose
their will and their policy inthe settlement of p~icu
lar que.stions in the United Nations to the detriment
of other States. This does not further the principal
purpo.se of the United Nations, it does not promote the
adoption of decisions which would reflect the interests
of all the countrie.s in the United Nations.

I 275. The executive machinery of th; Organization is
, also con.structed in a one-sided manne:£'. It often ap

proaches the solution of questiom.s from. the .standpoint
of a particular group of countrie~.This is particularly
true of the activities of the United Nations Secretary
General. The Western countrie.s which are members
of the military blocs of the Western Power.s usually
exploit that office in their own interests by nominating
for the post of United Nations Secretary-General a
.candidate acceptable to them. The result is that in
many case.s the practical, routine work of the United
Nations and of its Secretariat is carried out in a one
sided manner. The staffing of the Organization i.s also
one-sided.

.276. The bias in the implementation ofpractical mea
sures on the part of the United Nations Secretariat
wa.s particularly glaring inthecaseoftheevent.s which
have taken place in the Congo. In implementing the
Security Council's decisions, the Secretary:-General.
in effect adopted the position of the colonialists and of
the countrie.s that support the coloniali.sts. That is a
very dangerous thing.

277. We are now firmly convinced that the time has
come to take .steps to create condition.s for an im
proved functioning both ofthe UnitedNations as a whole
a~d of the Organization'.s executive, working organ. I
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ch(.~en. I can state with full authority that, should it
be c;onsidered expedient to move the Headquarters
of the United Nations to the Soviet Union, w~ would
guarantee the best possible conditions for its work
and complete freedom andsecurityfor the repr~.senta

Uves of all States, irrespective of tbeir political or
religious convictions or the colour of their sk,in, for
in our country the sovereign rights of all States and
the equality of all nations, big and small, receive the
highest respect. ' ,i

I
289. You are all aware that the Soviet Goveiinment
supported, at the time, the proposal that thei,Ullited
States of America should be selected as the l,seat of
the United Nations. But recent developments indicate
that the United States apparently feels this'to be a
burden. Should we not give thought, then; to :[reeing
the Uni.ted States of this burden? "

290. The Soviet Government, in placing hefore the
representatives in the General Assembly its proposals
on the vitally important questions ofthe day; w<;Juld like
to stress their special and extraordinary importa:n.~e

for the fate of the world. .~'.
i

291. The importance of the disarmament.;problem
needs no special demonstration. This problem is of
such cardinal significance that it must assqredly be
discussed at the plenary meetings of theii General
Assembly.

292. The question of the abolition of the colonial
r6gime is also of such great importance that the ne
cessity for its consideration at the plenary meetings
of the General Assembly will clearly meet with the
full understanding of all delegations.

293. We consider that the question of the aggressive
actions of the United States of An1ericaagainst the
Soviet Union, as manifest,edby the dispatch ofJJnited
States aircraft inside the borders of the USSR;·· has
:acquired exceptionally great importance. This is in
itself a deed which oversteps the limits of relations
admissible between States in time of peace. But the
question assumes particular importance for the rea
son that Mr. Eisenhower, the President of the United
States, 'himseii deciared ilie aggressive frights of
United States aircraft to be anor.malmatter allegedly
necessary for the security of the United States. At
the same time the-UnitedStates Governm~ntarrogated
to itself the right to dispatchsuch aircraft in the 'future
as well. This is why, since the issue involves the vio
lation of the sovereign rights not only of the Soviet
Union but of other States as well, the question of the
aggressive actions of the UnitAd States .shouldbe dealt
with by the General Assembly j plenary s~ssion. .

294. A continuation of such actions, and especially
their interpretation by the President of the UnHed
States as a matter of State policy, may at any moment
plunge manldnd into a thirdworldwar. I repeat, there....
fore, that in the opinion of the Soviet Government this
question, too, like the q\lestions of disarmament and
the liquidation of colonialism, must be discussed by
the United Nations General Assembly in plenary ses
sion rather than. in f:ommittee.

295. What we have in mind is that at this session of .
the General Assem.bly the representatives ofthe over
whelming majority of States of the world should ex
press their views onthe cardinalproblems whichtoday
agitate public opinion and all the people in the world
who are interested in the further developmentoffree"

members of the military blocs ofthe Western Powers,
socialist States and neutralist countries. It would
therefore be completely justified to take that sitUa
tion into account, ~dV/~1would be better safeguarded
against the negativ:a devj~lopmeIltz which have come to
light in the work of the United Nations , especially dur
ing the recent events in the Congo.

284. We consider it reasonable and just for the execu
tive organ of the United Nations to consist not of a
single person-the Secretary-General-but of three
persons invested with the highest trust of the United
Nations, persons representing the States belonging to
the three basic groups I have mentioned. The point at
issue is not the title ofthe organbut that this executive
organ should represent the States belonging to the
military block of the Western Powers, the socialist
States anq the neutralist States. This compotdtion
of .the United Nations executive organ would crt.~ate

conditions for a more correct irilplementation ot the
decisions taken. .

285. In brief, we consider i~ advisable to set up, in
the place of a Secretary-Gene~al who is at present
the interpreter and executor of tht-) decisions of the
General Assembly and the Security CouncU,a collec
tive executive organ of the United Nations consistingot
,thre'2 persons each of whom would represent a certain
group of States. That would p.l'ovide a definite guaran
tee, that the work of the United Nations executive or
gan would not. be 9arried on to the detriment of any
one of these groups of States. The United Nations
executive organ would'then be a genuinely democratic
organ; it would really guard the ip.terests of all States
Members of the United Nations irrespective of the
social and political system of any particular Member
State. This is particularly necessary at the pres~;rt I
time, and it will be 2ven more so in the future. -J
286. There are also other difficulties which Members
of the United Nations are now experiencing. These
difficulties are'due to the location of United Nations
Headquarters. One would think that the United States,
which calls itself a free democratic country, would do
everything it could to facilitate the work of the United
Nations and provide all the necessary facilities for
the representatives of States belonging to the Organi
zation. Practice' 'shows, however, that the UnitedStates
restricts and infringes upon the rights of the repre
sentative$ of various States. There have been oases,
for instance, where the representatives ofyoung Afri
can and Asian States have been sUbjected· to racial ,
discrimination in the United States and evento attacks
by thugs.

287. The representatives ofthe UnitedStates authori
ties explain the various restrictions on the rights
9f representatives of States Members of the United
Nations by saying that it is difficult to ensure their
security. I wish to emphasize that we have a better
opinion of the hospitality of the American people than
the one that might be formed in the light of such state
ments and restrictive measures. But these statements
cannot be disregarded, nor can we fail to take into
account the difficulties which are created for thework
of the United Nations in such circumstances.

288. The question arises whether thought should not
be given to selecting another place for United Nations
Headquarters, a place which would better facilitate
the fruitful work of the international body. Either
Switzerland or Austria for instance might well be
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dom: and democracy ar..d yearnfor peace for themselves 306. In concluding my statement I wish to empbasize
cand their children. once againtbat the Soviet Government, guided by the

inter6Sts of the Soviet people, by the interests of the
c2SS. The Soviet Government hopes that the propo- citizens of a free'socialist State, once again proposes
sals it bas raised for questions to be considered at to all: let us talk, let us argue, but let us settle the
the present session of the General Assembly will questions of general and complete disarmament and
meet with support and understanding, since they are that . d fall ankind
prompted by a sincere desire to secure a betterclife let us bury colonialism 18 accurse 0 cm.
andtranquillity on our planet. 307. There must be no further procrastinationor de
297. Indeed, man lives and works in order to make lay. The peoples of all States, whatever their social
the fullest possible use of his powers, his talents and systems, expect the United Nations GeneraiAssembly
his potentialities. The world of our time is diversified at last to adopt decisions according with the aspira..
but at the same time it is one. We live on the same tions of the peoples.
planef and it will depend on us ho,w we arrange our c,S08. The PRESIDENT: I now call on .the representa-
affairs on it. i\ive of Belgium, in exercise of his right of reply.
298.· Man's mind is workingwonders today. Tomorrow :';09. Mr. WIGNY (Belgium) (translatedfromFrench):
even vaster prospects will be opened in.the realm of J! thank the President for allowingcme to exercise my
science and technology. The important thing is to en- right of reply with respect to twospeakers, and I shall
sure that the great scientific achievements of our age confine myself at present •••
serve the good of th~ people.

310. The PRESIDEN£: I must ask the representative
299. I think you will agree with me that the attention of Belgium to be8l1" with the Chair. A point of order
of hundreds of millons of people is focused these days has been raised from thefloor and the Chair must deal
on the General Assembly hall. What do the peoples of with. it. Perhaps the representative of Belgium would
all these many countries of the world expect of us? be good enough to stand away while I hear the point
They expect a just and honest settlementofthe crucial of order which has been raised from the floor by the
problems of (JUr time, The peoples may ,err i~ their representative of Guinea.
choice of governments. One or another historical$itua- 1
tion may lea(i to injustioesinanyc~;;mtry.But·however 3i1. Mr. TOURE Isma~l (Guinea) (translated from
compJlcated the "' ~t~rnal fa19#o:p.E)bl~S In States may ]'irench): My delegation fully understands and respects
be, p~Qple naro;'iJ;\'Jlbope3,:n(ltj~,J,S:&iilbet~er things to the desire for fairness which led thePresicontto give t

come. People WHln.)~ fe! 'Ji':'':''./'''''~~ p,:.!iosper and, above. all, the floor to the Belgian representative so thathe might Vi
they want their \,~h(£1ren to have more and live better. exercise his right of reply. However, my delegation

< ., ;'! '. wishes to point out that the statements made by the
300. For thisrleason we rit~~.;·,;~ aJ.!::;-.aJ1d I say this on delegations of Ghana and the Soviet Union were made
behalf of the Soviet people-be;,deeply aware of our by Heads of State. We mow that our Assembly has
high and special n\!ssion. Manli;ind has advanced so always shown •••
far that it cannot tll)lerate in its life the remnants of th
the grim reactionarY-past. lYIankind has advanced BO ·312. The PRESIDENT: I am J30rry to interrupt el
far that it comprehends the deep and grave danger of representative of Guinea; but he asked for the floor!
abusing and misusing scientific achievements for the on a point of order. May I ask him to state what is "
sake of an arms race. the point of order which he wishes to submit for the ;1

~~oo~~C~r? ~

301. So. let us leave to our successors, our chil- 313. Mr. TOURE Isma~l (Guinea) (translated from ~
dren, our grandchildren and great-grandchildren, good French): I shall explain mypoint oforder very briefly. f!
memories of our time. llet them hold up the people I hope that the Pre.sident will allow me to continue.
of our time as an example andsay: once the inhabitants We mow that our Assembly has always shown and will
of the earth faced difficult and .extremely complex continue to $how .strict and impartial courtesy to all
problems, but, gathering together in the United Nations Heads of State.. My delegation wishes simply to point
General Assembly, they succeeded in settling them out the drawbacks of extending the right of reply to· '1

in order to ensure a better future. the level of the Heads of State who have consented to
302. So let us act in such a way as to make the £i£- lend the weight of their presence to our debates. This

. precedent should be avoided at all cost~ because it
teenthsession of the General Assembly not only an seems to us to be full of danger to the orderl:lne~,s of
Assembly of hopes but also an Assembly of the reaU- -our meetings an~ incompatible with the very useful
zation of hopes. contribution made by Heada of State to the debates in·
303. The Soviet Government is ready to do its utmost the United Nations.
in order that colonial servitude maybedestroyedhere 314. My' delegationis~) therefore convinced that it is
and now, that here and now the problems of disarma- expressing a genez:~J, feeling and that the other dele"
ment may find their concrete and effective solution. gations will support me inrisingto this practical point
304. The Soviet Government is ready to do its utmost of order. In accordance with the courtesy usual in the
in ox-der that the testing of nuclear weapons may be United Nations, my delegation proposes that all dele..
prohibited here and now, that this means of mass de- gations should voluntarily refrain from exercising
struction may be prohibited and destroyed. their right of reply With respect to Heads of State.

305. It could be said that these are complicatedprob- 315. The PRESIDENT: All delegations in·theAssem-
lems and that they cannot be solved at one stroke. But bly are equally entitled under the mesof procedure
these are problems posed by life itself and they' must to exercise the· right of reply. That right extends to
be solved before it is too late. Their solution c:umot the repr~sentativeof Belgium, and I now give him the
be evaded. floor.. Litho i
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respect for the will" of the Congolese people, or are
they pursuing their own partisan policy in the centre
of Mrica? That is my second observation.

322. I come now to my third and la)3tobservation.
B~lgium has always been a faithful Member of the
United Nations. We willingly admit that we went into
the Congn to savethe lives ofmen, women and children
who were in danger of death. We did this, and I wonder
who among you would not now despise us if we had
not done it. Above and beyond all legal arguments,
human feelings mean something, after all. But, having
done- this, we immediately withdrew our troops, and,
subject to some objections on. matters of detail, we
did our best to carry out the decisions taken by the
Security Council.

323. Precisely because they could no longer in good
faith attack Belgium, tp,e States whose representatives
took the floor before me this mo~ning are now attack
ing the Organization, the Secretary-General, yougen
tlemen, and the entire Assembly. That will end by
creating the impression that some among· us accept.·
_the United Nations only so far as the policy supported
by all of you and worked out by all of you in a demo
crat~c manner is consonant withthe policythey desire.

324. And here is my conclusion. I did not come to
this rostrum to defend th!3 interests of Belgium. We
are no longer my-oIved. We granted independence, or
rather we recognized it, and we shall :respect it. I
came here to defend the interests of this international
Organization. There are many peoples newly repre
sented among us. How can they be expected to have
confidence in this international Organtzation if they
see that a medium-sized power like Belgium, which
has done its best to apply the principles of the United~

Nations C~7f;er, can be unjustly slandered inthis way
without being defended, without being supported'bythe
majority among you? And how canthey have confidence
in the Organization they are entering, how can they
believe in peaceful coexistence, how can they believe
in the achievement of disarmament and world peace,
if the policies advocated by ~ome in no way reflect a
desire for impartiality, jl!stice and peace, but rather
a partisan desire to advance certain special interests.

325. Subject to the additional arguments I shall ad...
vance later on the substance of the matter, this is
the reply I wished to 1l1~1{e at once; first-and that is
only fair-in order to defend my country's honour.,but
also to defend your rights, the rights of all of you who
constitute the United Nations and on whom the future
of the Organization d.epends.

869th meeting - 23 September 1960

Litho in U.N.

316. Mr. WIGNY (Belgium) (translatedfromFrench):
I thank the President. I shall continue my statement.
It will be short.

317. Belgium has been subjected tliis morning to two
particularly unjust and slanderous attacks. I shall
return to the substance of these attacks at the appro
priate time and will confine myself now to making
thr~e observations.

318. The first is that, whatever may have been said
not only by the Heads of State but by the representa
tives of Ghana and the Soviet Union, the ineradicable
fact remains that it was Belgium. which led the Congo
to indepeiJ.dence and which recognized its sovereign
ty on 30 June 1960, without conditions., time-limits
or reservations of any kind. It did so after eighteen
months of preparation and on the basis of a round
table conference at which it he1el discussions ona
footing of equality with the 1egitimat,,:) representatives
of the Congo, and a!ter free general elections with
secret ballot. I can onl:Y wish that the Prime Minister
of the. Soviet Union might draw inspiration from this
example and apply it in certain areas controlled by .
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

319. My second observation is this. Since our position
before 30 June was only too Obvious, the'attempt is
being made to implicate us in what happened after
30 June in an independent State.. The criticism is ab
surd because it would imply both nai'vete and cruelty
on our part. Nal'vete because why, I would ask, should
we have given immediate and unconditional independ
ence to the Congo if we wished to take it back some
what later in far more difficult circumstances. So
much for naJ.'"'vete. I appeal to this Assembly, however,
to understand the cruelty implied by this· criticism.
We left in the Congo, after 30 June, more than 80,000
of our nationals, and of those 80,000 nationals more
than half were women and children. This means that
those who say we granted independence to the Congo
out of a !dnd of Machiavellianism are also accusing
us of having held cheap the honour of our women and
the lives of our children.

320. At this moment we are still giving an example
of 'non-interference inthe Congo's affairs. Belgiumhas
steadfastly refrained from taking any position with
regard to the various groups which have successively
attempted to seize power at I..eopoldville, so that no
one could suspect it of not respectingthe independence
it had granted by practising non-interference.

321. The two speakers who have preceded me ex
pressed their choices, and their preferences imme
di~tely. 01' what grounds, and on the basis of what
lmowledge of the situation? Do they seek to ensure
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